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Introduction
'|\) the course of cruising the World Wide Web andclicking a link, have you ever wondered,
“How does that work?” Or perhaps this question popped into your mind while you were trans-

ferring a file to your computer via FTP, or reading a newsgroup message, or when youfirst.

heard about technologies such as spam, cookies, and firewalls. Maybe you’ve wondered how

a message sent from your computertravels through the vastness of cyberspace and ends up

in the right e-mail box halfway across the world. Have you ever wanted to know how search

tools find the exact piece of information you want out of the millions of pieces of information

on the whole Internet? How can youlisten to music and view animations while surfing the
Web?

This book is designed for everyoneinterested in the Internet.Its guiding principleis this:

No matter how muchof a cyberpro you are—or how muchof a novice—there’s a lot you

don’t understand about the Internet. Here’s just one small example. I have a friend who has

madehis living with companies involved with the Internet for many years. He’s a complete

cyberpro wholives and breathes the Internet. One day, he almost whispered to me, “I don’t

like to admit this, but I don’t know whata proxyserver is. How does it work, anyway?”

He’s not alone. The Internet changes so quickly and the technology advancesso rapidly

that it can seem almost impossible to keep up withall of it. If you’re like just about everyone

else involved in the Internet, your questions are similar to those of my friend. You'll find your
answers here.

In Part 1, “Understanding the Internet’s Underlying Architecture,” I explain the underly-

ing basics of the Internet: who runs it, how TCP/IP works, how to understand Internet

addresses and domains, and similar topics. Here’s where you’ll find out about things such as

routers and how theclient/server architecture underpinsvirtually every aspect of the Internet.

Part 2, “Connecting to the Internet,” depicts the various ways you can connect your com-

puter to the Internet. Here’s where to turn if you’re interested in any ofthe followingtopics:

how a cable modem,a digital subscriber line (DSL), or ISDN works; how online services con-

nect to the Internet; how you can connecthysatellite to the Internet; how “palmtop” com-

puters, such as 3COM’s Palm, can browse the Web; how a modem works; how you can access

the Internet from your own home network; and a host of similar subjects.

Part 3, “Communicating on the Internet,” covers every aspect of Internet communica-

tions. It shows how e-mail and newsgroups work, how IRC chat works, what e-mail “spam”is

and what you can do to preventit, how instant messaging works, and how you can use the

Internet to make telephonecalls anywhere in the world.

12
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Part 4, “Using the World Wide Web,” covers what has becomeby far the most popular

part of the Internet—the World Wide Web. You'll learn virtually every aspect of how the

Web works. It delves into how browsers work, how Web server software works, and how

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) works. This section also covers the ways in which the

Web is becoming integrated directly into your computer, how Web pages are published and

organized on a site, and every other aspect of the Web thatis likely to be of interest to you.

Part 5, “Using Common Internet Tools,” takes a close look at common Internettools.

Here’s the place to learn aboutbasic tools and services, such as telnet, and what happens

when you use FTP to download a file to your computer. You'll also learn how search engines

and search tools work. And it’s the section of the book that covers cutting-edge Internet

technology. You'll find out about how push technology works, how the Java and ActiveX pro-
gramming languages work, howJavaScript works, howagents can silently do your hidding for

you, and howthe Common GatewayInterface (CGT) works, whichis a little-known butvital

part of the Internet.

Part 6, “Enjoying Entertainment and Multimedia on the Internet,” shows you how some

of the most exciting parts of the Internet work—the various multimedia technologies.

Whether you want to know how virtual reality or animations work, how streaming video

works, how videoconferencing works, or how similar technologies work, you'll find it all here.

Part 7, “Shopping and Doing Business on the Internet,” covers intranets, how the

Internet works with the outside world, and how you can shop online. You’ll see how compa-

nies use Internet technologies to build their own private networks, called intranets. And you'll

take a close look at the underlying technologies that let you shop on the Web, which

accounts for billions of dollars a year in sales.

Finally, Part 8, “Protecting Yourself on the Internet,” covers security concerns. It explains

the controversial cookie technology that lets Web servers put bits of information on your

hard disk and use that information to track you. It explains how the even-more controversial

FBI system called Carnivore can in essence wiretap people’s use of the Internet to read their

e-mail, watch their Web browsing, and more. This part also shows how firewalls work, how

viruses can attack your computer, and how cryptosystems allow confidential information to

be sent across the Internet. It delves into how hackers can attack Internet service providers

(ISPs) using so-called “smurf attacks,” and how they can attack your computeras well. Andit

covers the issue of pornography on the Internet and shows how parental-control software can

prevent children from seeing objectionable material.

So, come along and see how the vast Internet works. Even if you’re a cyberpro (and espe-

cially if you’re not), you’ll find out a lot you never knew.

13
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 PORthefirst time ever, the world is at your fingertips. From your computer, you can find
information about anything you can name or even imagine. You can communicate with

people on the otherside of the world. You can set up a teleconference, tap into the resources

of powerful computers anywhere on the globe, search through the world’s best libraries, and

visit the world’s most amazing museums. You can watch videos, listen to music, and read spe-

cial multimedia magazines. You can shop for almost anything you can name. You candoall

this by tapping into the largest computer network in the world—the Internet.

TheInternet isn’t a single network; it is a vast, globe-spanning network of networks. No

single person, group, or organization runs the Internet. Instead, it’s the purest form of elec-

tronic democracy. The networks communicate with one another based on certain protocols,

such as the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and the Internet Protocol (IP). More and

more networks and computers are being hooked up to the Internet every day. Tens of thou-

sands of these networks exist, ranging from university networks to corporate local area net-

worksto large online services such as America Online and CompuServe. Every time you tap

into the Internet, your own computer becomesan extension of that network.

The first section of this book is spent defining the Internet. It also examines the architec-

tures, protocols, and general concepts that makeit all possible.

Chapter 1, “What Is the Internet?,” examines how the Internet runs. You’ll look at who

pays for the high-speed data backbones that carry muchof the Internet’s traffic and at the

organizations that ensure that standards are set for networks to follow so the Internet can run

smoothly. You'll also look at the various types of networks connectedto the Internet.

Chapter 2, “How Computer Networks Send Data Across the Internet,” explains how

information travels across the Internet and describes how hardware such as routers, repeaters,

and bridges sends information among networks. It also shows how smaller networks are

grouped into larger regional networks—and how those large regional networks communicate

among themselves.

Chapter 3, “How TCP/IP Works,” covers the Internet’s basic protocols for communica-

tions. You'll learnalittle about basic Internet jargon, such as TCP/IP (short for Transmission

Control Protocol and Internet Protocol). This chapter also explains how those protocols work

and howspecial software such as Winsock enables personal computers to get onto a network

originally designed for larger computers.

Chapter 4, “Understanding the Internet’s Software Structure,” looks at the Internet’s

client/server architecture. Servers—also called hosts—are powerful computers that perform

functions such as delivering information or Web pages, hosting databases, and handling

e-mail. A client is your own computer andthe software that sits on it, such as a Web browser

16
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or piece of e-mail software. Clients request information from servers, which do the heavy-

duty processing and then send the information back to the client, which displays the infor-
mation.

Chapter 5, “How Internet Addresses and Domains Work,” takes the mystery out of the

Internet’s often confusing addressing scheme. You'll learn about Internet domains and

addresses and will even be able to make sense of them. More than that, you'll learn how

domainservers are capable of keeping track of all the locations on the Internet and translat-

ing addresses such as ww. zdnet.com into Internet IP addresses such as 134.54.56.120.

You'll also learn how some computers are assigned new IP addresses by special servers every

time they connectto the Internet.

Chapter 6, “How Routers Work,” details how the most basic piece of hardware on the

Internet—a router—works. Routers are combinations of hardware and software that perform

the job of ensuring that all data is sent to the properdestination. Thinkof routers as traffic

cops of the Internet. They use the IP addresses the nameservers have translated to route the
data. Routers look at the addresses and then send the data to the next-closest router to the

destination and so on, until the datais finally delivered. They use routing tables to determine

how to route thetraffic, and they can also adjust the routes as the traffic on the Internet

changes, thus ensuring that the data is routed in the mostefficient way possible.

Chapter 7, “How Internet File Types Work,” gives you an understanding of the most com-

montypes offiles you’ll come across when you browse the Net. Compressedfiles, videofiles,

graphics files—you’ll learn about almost every type offile you might encounter.

Whether you’re a newbie or cyberpro, this section teaches you the basics of the Internet.

17
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ONEof the most frequently asked questions about the Internet is: Whorunsit? Thetruth is that no cen-
tralized managementofthe Internet exists. Instead, it is a collection of thousands of individual networks
and organizations, each of which is run and paid for on its own. Each network cooperates with othernet-
worksto direct Internettraffic so that information can pass among them. Together, these networks and orga-
nizations makeup the wired world of the Internet. For networks and computers to cooperate in this way,

 
however, a general agreement must take place about things such as Internet procedures and standards for
protocols. These procedures and standardsarelaid out in requests for comment (RFCs) that are agreed on by
Internet users and organizations.

A variety of groups guide the Internet’s growth by helpingto establish standards and by educating people
on the proper way.to use the Internet. Perhaps the most importantis the Internet Society, a private, non-
profit group. The Internet Society supports the work of the Internet Activities Roard (TAR), which handles

muchofthe Internet’s behind-the-scenes and architectural issues. The Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF)is responsible for overseeing how the Internet’s TCP/IP protocols evolve. For information aboutthe
IETE, go to www. ietf.org.(See Chapter 3, “How TCP/IP Works,” for details on TCP/IP protocols.)

The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) develops standards for the evolution of the fastest-growing
part of the Internet, the World Wide Web (find it at www.w3.org). The W3Cis an industry consortium run
by the Laboratory for Computer Science at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).

Private companies oversee the registering of Internet domains, such as www. zdnet .com or
www. quepublishing.com. These companies,called registrars, all must cooperate with one anotherto
ensure that only one person or company can owna particular domain andthatall the domains work prop-
erly. The registrars compete with one anotheras wellin allowing people and businesses to register domains.
Registering a domain costs money, and the registrars compete on cost and on giving extra services to those
who buy domains.

Althoughall these types of organizations are important for holding together the Internet, at the heart of
the Internet are individual local networks. These networks can be found in private companies, universities,
governmentagencies, and onlineservices. They are funded separately from each other andin a variety of
manners, suchas fees from users, corporate support, taxes, and grants. Many Internet service providers
(ISPs), which provide Internet access for individuals, have networks as well. Individuals who wantto access
the Internet pay ISPs a monthly connection rate, so in that sense, everyone whouses the Internet helps pay
forit.

The networks are connected in a variety of ways. Forefficiency’s sake, local networks join in consortiums
knownasregional networks. A variety of leased lines connect regional and local networks. The leased lines
that connect networks can beas simple as a single telephoneline or as complex as a fiber-optic cable with
microwavelinks and satellite transmissions.

Private companies who make moneybyselling access to their lines build backbones, which are very high-
capacity lines that carry enormous amountsofInternet traffic. Government agencies, such as NASA, and
large private corporations pay for some of these backbones. The National Science Foundation also pays for
some backbones.

19
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6 PART | UNDERSTANDING THE INTERNET’S UNDERLYING ARCHITECTURE
F =

How the Internet Cames Together
Organization of networks Becausethe Internet is a loose organization of-networks, no single group
runsit or paysforit all. instead, many private organizations, universities, and government agencies pay
for and run parts of it. |hey all work together in a democratic, lodsely organized alliance. Private organi-
zations range from small, homagrown networks to. commercial online services, such as'‘America Online
and CompuServe,andprivate Internet sérvite providers {ISPs) that sell accessto the Internet.a

. Funding Naat Through agencies such as the National Science|
Foundation, the federal governmentpaysfor some high-speed.backbones that
carryinternet traffic across the country and the world. The high-speed vBNS(very

high-speed Backbone NetworkServices), for'example, provideseo ,

a high-speedinfrastructure for theresearch and education

er Regional Network m community bylinking together supercomputercenters.VY iy _ Often, a large corporation or organization such asNASAprovides backbonestolink sites across the
» TS country or the world. The government has

 
\ ' also funded the Internet2, a super-fast net-

““§ _ workthat can-transfer data at anastounding2.4 aeabits per second,oe oeF.“Se Fonise by universities. A numberof uni-r . — versities already arc connectedto it. When; Finished in 2008,it will link 140 universities.

 

 

i _= _ Eventually, theentire Internet might run at its speed.e . .

gf _ \ %

Regional networks = _ Registrars Private companiescalled
Regional networks provide ~ Internet registrars are responsible for
and maintain Internet access registering Internet domains, such as _
within @.geographic area. iw. zdnet.com, to pedple and.businesses.

\ Regional nets can consist of Until recently,|a quasi:publiccompany
a \ smaller networks and organi- called the InterNIC had’sole responsibility

a » zations within the area that for doing this, but other registrars can
“~ have bandedtogetherto now register domains as well:is provide better service. war my

ro \

_ »

Supercomputer
Center
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\ __ Internet sorting.provide. = ' —
ISPs sell peoplemonthly

connections to the internet.

They run their own seg- by }ments oftheInternet and
also mightsupply long- *
distance connections Internetcalled backbones ferdee
acompaniesare Providesnother source of long;aNeistance connectionsfor-Scone 4

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Internet

Society  

Internet Society The Internet
: Society is a private nonprofit organiza- noetion that makes technoladical and

~~ / | i architectural recommendations that
~~ ~ Fa i pertain to the Internet, such as how

=~| | TCP/IP and otherInternet protocols
=~ InterNIC The InterNIC is responsible for should work. This body guides the :

maintaining the domains registered through direction of the Internet and its growth.
._ registries.It tracks the connections .
_™ between Internet addresses, suchas oy
Ds.. 126\34.24.21, and domain names, s

~~. such as gga,com, i. "
> ; 1 i
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VOU might take for granted that when yousend a piece of information across the Internet,it will always
reach its intended destination. However, the process of sending that information is remarkably complex.

When you send information across the Internet, the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)—the language
computers use when communicating over the Internet—first breaks the information up into packets, smaller
blocks of information that also contain a variety of data that helps the packets travel across the Internet.

Your computer sends those packets to your local network, Internet service provider (ISP), or onlineservice.
From there, the packets travel through manylevels of networks, computers, and communicationslines
before they reach their final destinations, which might be across town or around the world. A variety of
hardware processes those packets and routes them to their proper destinations. This hardware is designed to
transmit data between networks and makes up muchof the glue that holds the Internet together. Five of the
mast important pieces of hardware are hubs, bridges, gateways, repeaters, and routers.

Hubs are important because they link groups of computers to one another and let computers communi-
cate with each other. Bridges link local area networks (LANs) with one another. They enable data destined
for another LAN to be sent there, while keeping local data inside its own network. Gateways are similar to
bridges, but they also translate data from one type of network to another.

Whendata travels across the Internet, it often crosses great distances, which can be a problem because
the signal sending the data can weaken overthe distance. To solve the problem, repeaters amplify the data at
intervals so the signal doesn’t weaken.

Routers play a key role in managing Internettraffic. Their job is to ensure the packets alwaysarrive at
the proper destination. If data is being transferred among computers that are on the same LAN, routers
often aren’t necessary because the network itself can handleits internal traffic. Routers come into play when
the data is sent between twodifferent networks. Routers examine packets to determinetheir destinations.
They take into account the volumeof activity on the Internet, and they send the packet to another router
that is closer to the packet’s final destination. For more information on routers see Chapter 6, “How Routers
Work.”

All this hardware connects the many networks that make up the Internet. At the mostlocal level of net-
works are corporate local area networks. Midlevel networks hook these LANstogether using high-speed
telephonelines, ethernet, and microwavelinks. A regional network is a midlevel network in a geographic
area. A wide area network (W/AN)is another type of midlevel network. A WANconsists of an organization
with many networkedsites linked together.

Whena packettravels from a computer on a LAN in a midlevel network to a computer somewhereelse
on the midlevel network, a router (ura series of routers) sends the packctto its proper destination. However,
if the destination lies outside the midlevel network, the packet is sent to a network access point (NAP),
whereit is sent across the country or the world on a backbone. High-speed backbonessuch as the vBNS

(very high-speed Backbone Network Services) can transmit enormous amounts of data—155 megabits (mil-
lions of bits) per second (Mbps). Even faster backbonesare being built that will transmit data at an astonish-
ing 9.6 billion bits per second.
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You get onto the Internet through a LAN at
your homeorplace of business in one of two
ways. You can dial into a large computer con-
nected to the Internet via an online service or a

dial-in Internet service provider (ISP), or you can
use another typeof Internet service, such as a
cable modem.Ethernet networks and token-ring

networksare twotypesof networksthat
can be connectedto the Internet. Token-

ring networks pass data in tokens from
computer to computerin a ring or star
configuration. In Ethernet networks,

the data goes from a server
{uv a cornputer on the

network.

Satellite
Link

&
Nines

Token-Ring Network -_ 

 
 

2 After you're connected
and you wantto dor
receive information, r

requests and data are
handled by routers on the
Internet. Routers perform
most of the workof direct-

ing traffic on the Internet.
They examine the packets of data that travel across the Internet to
see wherethe data is headed. Based on the data’s destination, the

packetis routed in the mostefficient way—generally to another
router, which in turn sendsthe packet to the next router, and so on.
Routers also connect networks to each other.

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
Server

  
3 The data can be transferred between networks in a numberof ways. Dedicated telephonelines can transmit

data at 56Kbps (kilobits per second). An increasing numberof T1 leased telephonelines carry data between
networks. AT7 link can carry data at 1.544Mbps. Higher-speed T3 links, which can carry data at 44.746Mbps,
are being used as well. tf you dial into an ISP from home, you might connect at a lower speed than at your
office, where you might have higher-speed connections such as a 11 or 56Kbpsline. However, a variety of
high-speed options are available for connecting to the Internet at home, such as cable modemsorhigh-
speed Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) connections.
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A variety of other methodstransfer
data between networks.Satellites can

be used to send andreceive informa-

tion, as can fiber-optic cables, spe-
cial Integrated Services Digital

Network (ISDN) telephone %
lines, and high-speed
DSL connections.

Satellite Ey The networksin a particular geo- &. ;
Link graphic area are connectedinto a ' 5

>large regional network. Routers
pass information within that
area from network to network

g Regional networks are connected to one anothervia
high-speed backbones—connections that can send
data at extremely high speeds. When datais sent from
one regional network to another,it is first sent to a net-
work access point (NAP). The NAPthen routesthe data

to high-speed backbones, such as vBNS, which can
transmit data at 155Mbps. The data is then sent

along the backbone to another regionalnet-
work.Finally, it is passed to a specific

network and computer within that
regional network. ‘

Server
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/\ seemingly simple set of ideas makesit possible for computers and networksall over the world to share
information and messages on the Internet: Break up every piece of information and message into pieces

called packets, deliver those packets to the proper destinations, and then reassemble the packets into their

original form after they’ve been delivered so the receiving computer can view and use them. That’s the job

of the two most important communications protocols on the Internet—the Transmission Control Protocol

(TCP) and the Internet Protocol (IP). They are frequently referred to as TCP/IP. TCP breaks down and

reassembles the packets, whereas IP is responsible for ensuring the packets are sent to the right destination.

TCP/IP is used because the Internet is what is known as a packet-switched network. In a packet-switched

network, there is no single, unbroken connection between sender andreceiver. Instead, when informationis

sent, it is broken into small packets, sent over many different routes at the same time, and then reassembled

at the receiving end. By contrast, the telephone system is a circuit-switched network.In a circuit-switched

network, after a connection is made (as with a telephonecall, for example), that part of the network is dedi-

cated only to that single connection.

For personal computersto take full advantage of the Internet, they need to use special software that

understands and interprets the Internet’s TCP/IP protocols. This software is referred to as a socket or a

TCP/IP stack. For PCs, the required software is called Winsock. Many versions of Winsock are available for

PCs. For Macintoshes, the software is called MacTCP. In both cases, this software serves as an intermediary

between the Internet and the personal computer. Personal computers can take advantage of the simplest,

most rudimentary parts of the Internet without using Winsock or MacTCP—for example, you can’t view

Web pages withoutit or listen to music over the Internet, among many otherthings. Forfull access to the

Internet, TCP/IP stacks are necessary.

There are two primary ways that a computer can connectto the Internet and then use these protocols—

through a direct connection viaalocal area network (LAN), cable modem, or DSLline; or by dialing in

using a modem. To connect via LAN, cable modem, or DSL line, a computer needs a network card. To

communicate with the network and the Internet’s TCP/IP protocols, the network card requires a hardware

driver—software that mediates between the network and the network card. When the computerinstead

dials in to the Internet by using a modem, the computer must use one of two software protocols: either

Serial Line Internet Protocol (SLIP) or Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP). These protocols do the job of com-

municating with the Internet’s TCP/IP protocols.

SLIP and PPP are designed for computers connected to the Internet over a serial connection via a

modem.In general, the newer PPP provides a more error-free connection than does the older SLIP.

Computers can also dial in to the Internet without using TCP/IP stacks, SLIP, or PPP. However, they won’t

be capable of tapping into thefull powerof the Internet, most specifically, the World Wide Web. To make

full use of the Web, you need a computerthat is part of the Internet, which requires a TCP/IP stack. The

SLIP or PPP must then be used whendialing in to an ISP for Web access.
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rotocols Work

0 The Internet is a packet-switched network, which means that when you sendinformation across the Internet from your computer to another computer, the
data is broken into small packets. A series of switches called routers send
each packetacrossthe Netindividually. After all the packets arrive at the
receiving computer, they are recombinedinto their original, unified form.
Two protocols do the work of breaking the data into packets, routing the
packets acrossthe Internet, and then recombining them on the other end:

The Internet Protocol (IP), which routes the data, and the Transmission
Control Protoco! (TCP), which breaks the data into packets and re-

combines them on the computerthat receives the information.
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 2] For a numberof reasons,including hardware limitations,
data sent acrossthe Internet must be broken into packets of
fewer than about 1,500 characters each. Each packet is given

fx a header that contains a variety of information, such as the
tateionty orderin which the packets should be assembled with otherOnnioone

“RTT related packets. As TCP creates each packet, it also calcu-
portions lates and adds to the header a checksum, which is a number
faireSS that TCP uses on the receiving end to determine whether
eae anyerrors have been introduced into the packet

during transmission. The checksum
is based on the precise

amount of data in

the packet.
Ei Each packetis put into

separate IP envelopes, which

contain addressing information that S—_,tells the Internet where to send the data. All

the envelopesfor a given piece of data have the same addressing
information so they can all be sent to the samelocation to be reassem-
bled. IP envelopes contain headersthat include information such as the
sender address, the destination address, the amountof time the packet
should be kept before discarding it, and many other types of information.
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Gg Whenail the noncorrupt packets are received

by the computer to which the informationis
being sent, TCP assembies them into their
original, unified form.

 
1111010101
1010100010

5 Asthe packets arrive at their destinations, TCP
calculates a checksum for each packet.It then
comparesthis checksum with the checksum
that has been sent in the packet. If the check-
sums don’t match, TCP knowsthat the data

in the packet has been corrupted during
transmission.It then discards the packet
and asksthat the original packet be
retransmitted.

 

 

 
4 Asthe packets are sent across the Internet, routers along the way examinethe IP envelopes

and look at their addresses. These routers determine the mostefficient path for sending
each packet to the next router closest to its final destination. After traveling through a series
of routers, the packets arrive. Because the traffic load on the Internet changes constantly,
the packets might be sent along different routes and the packets might arrive out of order.
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THEEInternet works on the client/server modelof information delivery. In a client/server model, theclient
computer connects to a server computer on which informationresides; the client depends on the server to

deliver information. In effect, the client requests the services of the larger computer. These services can

involve searching for information and sendingit back to the client, such as when a database on the Webis

queried. Other examplesof these services are delivering Web pages and handling incoming and outgoing

e-mail. Whenever you use the Internet, you’re connected to a server computer and requesting the use of that
server's resources.

Typically, the client is a local personal computeror the software that runs onit, and the server (also

knownas the host) is usually a more powerful computer that houses the data. Hosts and clients can be of

many makes and manufacturers and run a widevariety of operating systems.

The connection to the server is made in many ways—via a LAN (local area network), via a phoneline,

via a cable modem or DSL modem,wirelessly, or any one of other countless ways. A primary reason to set up

a client/server network is to allow manyclients to access the same applications and files that are stored on a

server. Also, as previously mentioned, these clients can be any one of many types of computers accessing the

Internet in many ways.

In the case of the Internet’s World Wide Web, the client is actually the browser on your PC and the

server is a host computer located somewhere on the Internet. Typically, the browser sends the server a

request for a specific Web page. The server processes that request and sends an answer back to the browser

(again, most often in the form of a Web page).

The connection between the client and server is maintained only during the actual exchangeofinfor-

mation. Thus, after a Web pageis transferred from the host (or server) computer, the HTTP connection

between that computer and the client is broken. (HTTP stands for Hypertext Transfer Protocol;it’s the pro-

tocol used by the World Wide Web.) Even though the HTTP connectionis closed, the ISP maintains the

TCP/IP connection to the Internet.

Theclient/server model enables the desktop PC to run the browser software to search the Web,yetstill

access host servers around the Internet to execute search andretrieval functions. Many of these functions

are accomplished through technology called the Common GatewayInterface (CGI). For more information

about how CGI works, see Chapter 35, “How CGI Scripting Works.” In essence, this architecture enables

the Web to be conceived of as a limitless file storage medium and database, distributed among thousands of

host computers, all accessible by any individual PC.

Thefollowing illustration shows how the Web runs on a client/server architecture. Keep in mind thatall

other resources on the Internet run on the client/server model as well. For example, in e-mail transactions

the client would be the e-mail software on your computer, whereas the server would be the e-mail server to

which you connect.
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How Client/Server

Architecture Works
 

b The host computer runs the server
software that enables the host to

separate the actual request from
the packets and perform the
asked-for services. This will

involve either retrieving and
sending backto the client
PC the specified Web
page or executing a
database search and

sending back to the
client the result in the

form of a Web page.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The PC-based browsersoftware controls the

client end of the Web application. Using TCP/IP,
i the browser issues HTTP requests to the host

server. The browser van request a specific Web
page,orit can ask the host server to perform a
database query.In either instance, the requestis
broken into HTTP packets that are sent across the —
Internet’s TCP/IP communicationsinfrastructure

to the host computer.

|i
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3|The host computer houses the Website. Web server
software enablesthe hostto locate a requested page
and returnit to the client.

2 Database andother similar applications
on the host computer are accessed and
controlled through a common gateway
interface. When the server receives the

requestfor the database query,it forwards
the request to a separate, dedicated data-
base serveror application for processing
via the CGI.
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THE heart of how the Internet works is the Domain Name System (DNS), the way in which computers
can contact each other and do things such as exchange e-mail or display Web pages. When someone on the

Internet wants to contact a location—for example,to visit a Web site—hetypes in an address, such as

www.metahouse.com. (A specific location on the Internetis also referred to as a uniform resource locator, or

URL.) The DNStranslates the plain English address, www.metahouse.com,into series of numbers called an

IP (for Internet Protocol) address. An IP address, such as 123.23.43.121, marks the location of a computer

on the Internet similar to the way a house numberandstreet mark the location of where youlive.

In this example, metahouse.comis called a domain. To work most efficiently, the Internet has been orga-

nized into a numberof major domains. Major domainsrefer to theletters at the end of a plain English

address, such as .com. A number of common domainsare .com (commercial), .edu (education), .gov

(government), .mil (military), .net (Internet service providers and networks—companies and groups

concerned with the organization of the Internet), and .org (organization).

Domains are organized in a hierarchical manner, so that beneath major domains are many minor

domains. As an example of how the DNS and domains work, look at NASA’s SPACElink Internet address:

spacelink.nasa.gov. The top domain is . gov, which stands for government. The domain just below that

is .nasa, which is the NASA domain. Then, spacelink identifies the NASA computer that runs the

SPACElink program. SPACElink’s numeric IP address has changed through theyears, butits Internet

address has stayed the same.

Computers called name servers are responsible for keeping track of such changes andtranslating them

between IP addresses and domain addresses. The Internet can’t understand alphanumeric Internet addresses,

such as pgralla@ziffdavis.com, so nameserverstranslate those addresses into their proper numeric IP

addresses, such as 163.52.128.72. Nameservers contain tables that match alphanumeric Internet addresses
to numeric IP addresses.

When you connect your computer to the Internet, your computer needs to have an IP address to do

commonthings, such as browsing the Web. Depending on how your computeris set up and yourservice

provider operates, you might have a static address or a dynamic address. A static IP address never changes,

so if you have one, you will have the same IP address every time you connect to the Internet. However,

because. the Internet has only a limited uumber of IP addresses, many ISPs use dynamic addresses. With a

dynumic IP addvess, you are given a different IP address every time you connect.In this way, ISPs don’t have

to have an individual address for every subscriber. Instead, they can share their pool of addresses amongall
subscribers.
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22 PART | UNDERSTANDING THE INTERNET’S UNDERLYING ARCHITECTURE

Understanding Internet
Addresses and Domains

The Internet Protocol (IP) delivers mail based on the specific address of the
recipient's e-mail server. This address is expressed as four numbers, separated
by periods (called dots), such as 163.52.128.72. However, because it would be
difficult to remember such complex addresses, you can instead use Internet
addresses madeup of words,letters, and numbers. Computers called domain
name serverstranslate the alphabetical address into a numerical address, so
e-mail can be sent to the proper location.

By An Internet address is made up of two major parts separated by an @
{at) sign. The address can tell you a good deal of information about the
person who ownsthe address.Thefirst part of the address(to the!eft

y of the @ sign) is the username, which usually refers to the person who
< holds the Internet account andis often that person’s login nameorin
Si some wayidentifies her. The second part of the address(to the right of

N\ the @ sign) contains the hostname {which can refer to a specitic 
 
 

 
 

 
 

server on a network), followed by the Internet address, which
together identify the specific computer on which the person

has an Internet e-mail account.

Name
Server

El Whenyou send e-mail, it goes to a nameserver. To deliver the e-mail, the Internet must know
the numeric IP address, such as 163.52.128.72. Nameservers look up the alphabetical
address and substitute the numeric |P addressfor it so the e-mail can be delivered properly.
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CHAPTER 5 HOW INTERNET ADDRESSES AND DOMAINS WORK 23

Z} The Domain Name System (DNS)divides the 5 To the left of the largest domainis specific infor-
Internet into understandable groups, or domains. mation about the organization, which tells routers ,
Note the portion of the domain section at to which network the e-mail should be sent.It can ‘)

the far right of the address.It be a single Internet address, such as nasa.gov, or ; iidentifies the largest it can be a group of domains and sub- :  
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

domain names domains, such as spacelink.nasa.gov.
and type of
organizationwheretheper- eae
son’s address
resides.

Username Hostname Domain Name

   

  
Usemame Hostname Domain Name .

-

 
 

The domain and hostnamestell the

Internet to which computer the e-mail
should be delivered. The receiving host

pone Bulee WoreeE aL aoea oy j G To the left of the internet addressis the host-Oelivers theumall tote proper e-mail box, name, whichtells routers to which specitic
computer within the domain the e-mail should
be delivered.
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How Domain Name System
Servers Work

Web Browser

E} If the information you have requested isn't on a
local network, the local name server might
not have the address you're look-
ing for. In that instance, the local
nameserver mustget the
information from a name
server on the Internet. The
local name server contacts
the root domain server. The
root domain server tells the

local server which primary ;
nameserver and secondary |
name server havetheinfor-

mation about the requested .
URL. 7

 
 
 
 
  InterNIC

Internet
NameServer

www.zdp.com

2
When a particular uniform resource locator (URL) needs to be con-
tacted, the address with the URL must be matched to the true IP
address. Your Web browserfirst goes to a local name server main-
tained by your ISP, online service, or companyto getthis informa-
tion. If the IP addressis a local one—on the same networkas the one

you are on—the nameserver can resolve the URL with the IP
address.It will send the true IP address to your computer.

 
Yes www.zpd.com

123.333.29.8
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Intranet
Name Server

WebSite

www.zdp.c

Bb Your Web browser now hasthetrue IP
addressof the place you’re trying to
Jocate. It uses that IP address and con-

tacts the site. The site sends you the
information you've requested.

 
www.zpd.com 123.333.29.8

4. The local nameserver now contacts the primary
nameserver.If the information cannot be foundin .

| the primary nameserver,the local name server con- Sendit.
} tacts the secondary nameserver. One of those name

servers will have the proper information.It then
ithe information back to the local nameserver.

www.zpd.com
123.333.29.8

G The local name server
sends the information

back to’'you. Your Web
browser now uses the
IP address to contact

the propersite. 
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How Static and Dynamic
IP Addresses Work

When you connéctto theInternet, your computer must be identified by a
numbercalled an IP address. IP addresses comein twovarieties: static and

dynamic. When you havea static IP address, your computer keeps the same
IP address every time you connectto the Internet. Dynamic addresses, on
the other hand,are assigned every time you connectto the Internet. DHCPDISCOVER

~ pgralla et
we mac: | 1-37-78-D1-C8-00 —ypee————— 

 
 

SSeeeeeee
DHCPREQUEST

= M,

errrOK,I'll take 137.13.7.14een

LN|

E3 The DHCPserver broadcasts a response, called
a DHCPOFFERpacket. The packet contains the

numberof the reserved IP address, along
with a variety of other information, includ-

ing the IP address of the DHCP server.

5 Your computerreceives the DHCPOFFER
packet, agrees to accept the reserved IP
address, and broadcasts to the server a

DHCPREQUESTpacket. At this point, your computer
doesn’t yet have the IP address from the server—your
computer is sending the DHCPREQUESTpacketto tell the
server that it would like to use the reserved address.

DHCPOFFER

132.13.7.04

S
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bi To obtain a dynamic IP address,
your computer sends a broadcast
messagecalled a DHCPDISCOVER
packet to the network or ISP to
which you're connecting. This
packet contains identifying infor-
mation about your computer,
including its name.

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DHCP
Server

EJ The packet is broadcast through-
out the receiving network.It's
received by a DHCPserver. The
DHCPserverchecksthelist of
available iP addresses and

reserves it for your computer so
that no other computer can be
assigned that address.

 a —. 
 
 DHCPOFFER

137.13.7.14

 

 
 
 

}

182.11.6,12

137.13.7.14

j 207.12.1,01

123,.3.12.80

302.21.1.04

206.06.05.1

 
  
  
  
  
  
 

 
bl The accepted DHCPREQUESTpacketis

received by the DCHP server. In response,
the server sends a DHCPPACKpacket to your
computer. This packet gives your computera
“lease” on the IP address. Your computer
nowhasfull use of that IP address and can

use the Internet.

g If there is more than one
DHCPserveronthe net-

work, your computer
might receive more than
one DHCPOFFERpacket,
offering an IP address.
Your computer chooses
just one DHCPOFFER
packet and discards and
ignores the rest.

8|The DHCPserverandall other DHCP servers
note that your computeris using the IP address, so the
address is no fongeravailable to be used by other comput-

ers. When you disconnect from,the Internet, your IP
address is released, and DHCPserverscan use the address
for someone else wha eqmnacts tn the network needing an
IP address.

-

 
 

  
DHCP Server

 
 

reserve

137.13.7.14

Za
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ROUTERSarethetraffic cops of the Internet. They ensure all data gets sent to whereit’s supposed to go
via the mostefficient route. When you sit down at your computer and connect to the Internet and send or

receive data, generally that informationfirst must go through at least one router—and often more than one
router—before it reachesits final destination.

Routers open the IP packets of data to read the destination address, calculate the best route, and then

send the packet towardits final destination.If the destination is on the same network as the sending com-

puter, such as within a corporation, the router sends the packet directly to the destination computer. If the

packetis going to a destination outside the local network, the router instead sends the packet to another

router closer to the destination. That router in turn sends the packetto a yet-closer router, and so on,until

the packct reachesits final destination.

When routers determine the next router to receive packets, factors such astraffic congestion and the

numberof hops (routers or gateways on any given path) comeinto play. The IP packet carries a segment that

holds the maximum hop countsit can travel, and a routerwill not use a path that would exceed that prede-

fined numberof hops.

Routers have two or more physicalports: receiving (input) ports and sending (output) ports. When an

input port receives a packet, a software routinecalled a routing process is run. This process looks inside the

header information in the IP packet and finds the address to which thedatais being sent. It then compares

this address against an internal database called a routing table. The routing table has detailed information

about the ports to which packets with various IP addresses should be sent. Based on whatit finds in the rout-

ing table, the router sends the packet to a specific output port. This output port then sends the data to the
next router or to the destination itself.

There are two kinds of routing tables: a static routing table and a dynamic routing table. Thestatic table

is simpler and specifies specific paths for packets to use to get to their final destinations. The dynamic table

allows packets to have multiple routes to get to their destinations.

Attimes, packets are sent to a router’s input port faster than the port can process them. Whenthis hap-

pens, the packets are sent to a special holding area called an input queue, which is an area of RAM on the

router. That specific input queueis associated with a specific input port. A router can have more than one

input queue. Each input port processes packets from the queue in the order in which they were received, so

thefirst packets sent in are the first to yel processed and sentout.

If the number of packets received exceeds the capacity of the queue (called the length of the queue),

packets might be lost. When this occurs, the TCP protocol on the sending and receiving computers have

the packets re-sent.
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How Routers Send Data

to Their Destination
A router hasinput ports tor receiving IP packets and output ports for sending those packets toward their
destinations. When a packet comesto an inputport, the router examines the packet header and checks the
destination in it against a routing table—a database Lhattells the router how to send packets to various des-
tinations.

Dynamic Routing Table

125.0.0.* 12.73.125.001

125.5.8.* 12.15.50.211

127.7.13.* 124.5.65.0

107.23.192.* 135.225.11.12

125.24.65.* 325.121.25.1

206.606.051.* 700.102.231.95

235.11.125.* - 635.31.125.124

261.54.12.* 461.48.64.1 11

Bi Dynamic routing is more useful than static routing. It allows a packet to have multiple routes to
reachits final destination. Dynamic routing also enables routers to change the way they route
information based on the amountof networktraffic on some paths and routers. In dynamic
routing, the routing table is called a dynamic routing table and changes as network conditions
change. Thetables are built dynamically by routing protocols, constantly changing according
to networktraffic and conditions.

Gg Two broad typesof routing protocols exist:
interior and exterior. Interior routing proto-
cols are typically used only on routers in a
company’s intranet, or internal network.
Theseinterior routing protocols routetraffic
boundonly for inside the intranet. A com-
mon interior routing protocol is the Routing
Information Protocol (RIP). Exterior proto-

cols typically are used for routers 5
located on the Internet. A

common exterior rout-

ing protocolis the
Exterior Gateway : .
Protocol (EGP). = — a SS 
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 Router

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Bb Based ontheinfor-
mation in the routing
table, the packetis
sent to a particular
output port, which
sendsthe packet to a
router that is one

step closer to the
packet's destination.

 Input
Port

 
Output
Port  

 
If packets cometo the input port more

4 A simple type quickly than the router can process them,
of routing table is called they are sent to a holding area called an
 
 a static routing table. In sta- input queue. The router then processes pack-

tic routing, the routing table has ets from the queuein the order they were
Ps specific ways of routing data to received. If the number of packets received

other networks. Only those pathways exceedsthe length of the queue, packets
can be used. New routes can be added to might be lost. Whenthis occurs, the TCP

the routing table; however, static routing protocol on the sending and receiving com-
can’t adjust routes as networktraffic puters will have the packets re-sent.
changessoit isn't an optimal alternative
for manyrouters.

Static Routing Table

25.0.0)Ot| 7.73. 125.001 |
1255.5.)Stn| 7.15.5().2 | | |

2771See| 745.65.0

107.23.1924*i| 35.275.) 1.12

125.24.65.4i375,121.25.

206.606.05|.*EE700,102.23 1.95

235.0112!i635.3 1.125.124

261.54.12*iAf | 48.64,1| |
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THEREare millionsoffiles on the Internet that show you pictures, let you hear music and sounds, let you
to watch videos, and let you read articles and run software on your computer. Someofthesefiles can be used
on any computer, regardless of whetherit is a Macintosh or an IBM-compatible PC. Graphicsfiles, sound
files, and videofiles, for example, can be played on many kinds of computers, as long as those computers
havethespecial software (often called players or plug-ins) required to view, run, or listen to them. Some
files require special hardware to work. Otherfiles, such as software programs you download, can run on only
a PC or a Mac,or they might require extra memory.

In general, on the Internet you'll find two typesoffiles: ASCII (American Standard Code for
Information Interchange)files and binary files. ASCII files are often referred to as plain textfiles, text files, or
ASCII textfiles. They contain ASCII codes—computer codes that represent the characters on your screen,
such as the uppercase letter A or a dollar sign ($). ASCII textfiles contain nothing but this simple character
data. Binary files, by way of contrast, contain special coded data and can be run or read only by specific com-
puters and software.

Interestingly enough, though, Web pagesare in fact made upofplaintext files. Although they are plain
text files, they use special codes in the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML)thatinstructs your browser
how to display the Web page.

In contrast to plain ASCIItextfiles, some files contain sophisticated formatting and graphical informa-
tion. Files that adhere to the PostScript page description language are of this type. Thesefiles are in fact
ASCIIfiles, but they contain information about how to format andprintthefile. HTML pages—the pages
that make up the World Wide Web—arealso plain ASCIItextfiles that contain coding information that
tells your browser how to display a Web page.

Othertypesof files contain formatting and graphical information, such as those in the Adobe Acrobat PDF
format, but many of them are binaryfiles instead of ASCII files. To view or print these typesoffiles, you
need special software readers. In the case of PostScriptfiles, you generally need a special PostScript printer
that can printfiles in that language. Files of this type can be viewed in two ways—either when you’re online
and connectedto the Internet or when you’re offline and not connected. To view thefiles when online, you
use special plug-in modules or helper applications for your Web browser. To view thefiles when offline, you
need software readers, although in someinstances you also can use the sameonline viewersas well.

Sound,visual image, animation, and videofiles are also common onthe Internet. Thesefiles are all
binary files, which are made up of bits represented by Os and 1s. Files of this type are often large, requiring
special software readers, players, and sometimes hardware to play and read them. Someofthese files can be

played or viewed only on a specific type of computer, whereas others can be played or viewed on many types
of computersif you have the right software. Someofthefiles, such as streaming audio files and streaming
videofiles, can be viewed while you’re online, connected to the Internet. Othertypesoffiles must be
viewed with special readers or players when you're offline.
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Understanding Internet
File Types

File types Many typesoffiles exist on the Internet. Each file has information contained in
its header. The headeris simply the first line of a file or a specific numberof bytes at the
beginningof a file. Software that can read or view the files looks into the header ofa file to
distinguish which kind offile it is and then processesthefite accordingly.

Graphics formats You'll find graphicsfiles in many
formats, including GIF, JPEG, PNG, PCX, and TIF. GIF
and JPEG are two of the most commongraphics formats.
They enable the exchange of imagefiles between different
types of computers and can be downloaded to your computer
quickly. A GIF reader or JPEG reader can read binary GIF and .JPFG
files and display them on your computer. Graphics programs typically
read both typesoffiles. A GIF file contalns thé binary data that displays
an image when viewedwith the proper reader. Your computer's video card "
takes information from the reader and displays it on your computer’s monitor.
Both GIF and JPEG are commonly used graphics formats in Web pages. Your Web
browserhas the capability to read and display thesefiles on Web pages without need-
ing any added software.

 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Document types Several file types, such as
PostScript (which ends in a .PS extension) and
Adobe Acrobat {.PDF)files, contain complex infor-
mation about documents.This includes placement
of pictures, size and type of fonts, and the complex
shapes and formatting information necessary to
view the page. You needspecific readers for
PostScript and Acrobatfiles. These readers enable
you to see the fully formatted pages on your screen
over the Internet and print them if you want.
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SOUNGTH es are

load to your compute
c Tiles i!theMPSfor nN

sound Rlegpeucigas thoseible you to listen to the sounds wh
process is called streaming audio, Windows .A\

mon animation files. Macintosh QuickTimeand MPEG files (
__ end in an.MPG extension) arecommon video formats. Otherani-

Faien files enable you to watch the video while thefileis down-oading.This processis called streaming video. You need special
softwareto useall these typesoffiles.

 

 
  

  
Downloadable software Many executable programscan be
found on the Internet that you can download to your computer
and usejust like any other type of software. Because thesesoft-
warefiles can be large and take a long time to download, they
often are compressed to make them download more quickly.
After the file is on your computer, you uncompressit with special

decompression software and
run it like any other program.
Frequently, PC software has
been compressed with PKZIP
and has a .ZIP extension,
whereas Macintosh software

can be compressedwitha vari-
ety of compression software.In
general, PC files can be used
only with PCs, whereas
Macintoshfiles can be used

only with Macintoshes.

 
Plain text You'll find many ASCII

S225 text files on the Internet that you can
: read with a text editor or word

processor. These can bearticles, FAQs
(frequently asked questions and their
answers), or any other typeofinfor-
mational files.

 
Whencreating your own candles,
make sure you have all your
ingredients ready and at hand
before beginning: it is impossible
ro undo some steps once you start.

 
You will oced:

4 blocks of beeswax te T6 o£}1 hinck setting narafin
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YOU can connect to the Internet in many ways—and many more ways popup practically
every day. They range from simple telephonedial-in connections to high-speed cable and dig-
ital subscriber lines (DSL)to satellite connections, TV connections, connections at work and
homevia local area networks (LANs), and even connections via cellular telephones. This
part of the book looks at the myriad ways people and computers gain access to the Internet.

Onegeneral rule is true about Internet connections: thefaster, the better. People want the
fastest connection possible because many pictures, sounds, and vidcosare available on the
Internet. Today, the two most common ways you can connectto the Internet are through a
corporate or university LAN or over telephonelines. Direct connections over LANsare gen-
erally faster than telephone-line connections—although a connection via new telephone
technology called DSL is changing that.

This section looks at all the ways computers can connect to the Internet. Chapter 8,
“How Computers Connectto the Internet,” provides an overview of the types of Internet
connections that are possible. Not only will you examine various kinds of network connec-
tions and phone-line connections, but you'll also look at newer, high-speed connections that
are becoming available; cable modems and DSLare two such examples.

Chapter 9, “How a Modem Works,” examines how the most common wayof accessing the
Internet works—via a modem. You'll get an inside look at what happens when youdial theg Pp y

phone and make your conection.

Chapter 10, “How Internct/Television Connections Work,” looks at what might become
one of the primary ways many of us connect to the Internet—through sometype of television
connection. This chapter looks at using cable television as a way to get onto the Internet
and howto use an ordinary television to browse the Internet.It also peers inside a newer
technology—Internet-enhanced TV—that adds interactivity to your television set and
makes your Internet experience more compelling.

Chapter 11, “How the Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) Works,” looks at one of the newer
high-speed ways to connect to the Internet—DSLs. These connections enable you to use
existing telephone lines to hook up to the Internet at extremely high speeds. To use it, you
need a special DSL modem, and your phone company needs special modems aswell.

A related technology to DSLis Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN). ISDN
enables you to connect at high speeds to the Internet via normal, existing telephonelines.
Notevery area in the country has ISDN yet. In someareas it can be an expensive option, but
in others it is reasonably priced. It requires a special modem,as well. Chapter 12, “How ISDN
Works,” explains that technology.

Online services, such as CompuServe, America Online, and The Microsoft Network, at
onc time competeddirectly with the Internct for users. Now, instead of competing, those
online services have joined the Internet club and provide Internet access to users. An online
service can be one of the simplest ways to get an Internet connection. When you connectto
an online service, you also get a full connection to the Internet. Chapter 13, “How You
Connect to the Internet from Online Services,” examines how online services make that
Internet connection.
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Chapter 14, “How Wireless and Palmtop Connections Work,” looks at two of the newest
ways to access the Internet. With a satellite connection, you can connectto the Internet
using a satellite dish, much like the one now used for satellite TV. In fact, the dish can do
double-duty—giving you both satellite TV and a high-speed Internet connection. The con-
nection isn’t yet as high speed as a cable modem or DSL connection,butit is much faster
than a traditional modem. This chapter also looks at how palmtop devices, such as the Palm
from 3COMcanaccess the Web usingatraditional modem. More excitingis the ability to
connect to the Internet without any wires at all—usingcellular technology. So this chapter
discusses how cellular palmtops and cellular telephones can get onto the Web. Those connec-
tions aren’t as high a speed as other waysof getting onto the Internet yet, but one day, they
mightbe faster than normal phone-line connections.

Chapter 15, “How Home Networks Work,” examines a fast-growing phenomena—using
networks at home to connect to the Internet. Many homes have more than one computer,
and users wantto be able to share a high-speed connection, such as a cable modem or DSL
modem. Home networks make that possible. And increasingly, other devices at home will be
connected to the Internet, not just PCs—anid this chapter looks at them as well.

As you'll see in this part of the book, connecting to the Internet will become increasingly
easy—andat increasingly higher speeds. Not only will you be able to do things more quickly
on the Internet, but you will also be able to access entirely new services that will contain
video, animation, and other high-bandwidth content. Andas satellite connections and the
capability to connect wirelessly via small handheld devices and cellular telephones come
online, the Internet will eventually be able to be accessed anywhere—notjust when you hap-
pen to be sitting in front of a PC.
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THaie are many different ways your computer can connectto the Internet, ranging from dial-in connec-
tions to LANs(local area networks) to wireless connections to connections over cable TV wires. If you are

connected to a LAN or campus network at your business or school, you already might be connected to the

Internet. If the LAN or campus network you’re on is connected to the Internet via a router or bridge, your

computeris also connected to the Internet. Often,this offers higher-speed access than when youdialin to
the Internet. If you’re not connected to the Internet via a network, a variety of options are available for

accessing the Internet, and many more appearevery day.

The most commonoptionis to find an Internet service provider (ISP) or online service, such as

America Online, that lets you dial in to it with your home computer. When you connect this way, you

establish a Scrial Line Internet Protocol (SLIP) or Point-ta-Paint Proracal (PPP) connection. (SLIP is an

older type of connection,andits use is fading away.) When youdial in to the Internet with these protocols,

your computer becomesa part of the Internet and you can accessall of its vast resources, such as browsing

the Web. PPP is newer and morestable than SLIP and can retransmit packetsif they get garbled, which is a

fairly commonsituation you'll encounter when sending information over telephonelines.

Manyways are available to connectto the Internet in addition to dialing in using a traditional modem.

Increasingly popular are special cable modemsthat enable you to use your coaxial television cable to access

the Internet. Your local cable company—or another private company—mightbe able to provide you with

this service. Speeds can be up to 100 times faster than regular modem speeds.

Also increasingly popular are Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) connectionsto the Internet. Similar to

cable modems, these offer very high-speed connections to the Internet. The price of DSL will vary accord-

ing to the connection speed.

Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) lines provide relatively high-speed connections to the

Internet. Typically, these speeds range from 64Kbps to 128Kbps. You'll need a special ISDN modem and an
ISP that offers ISDN access.

The newest type of connections are wireless connections. You can now send andreceive e-mail, browse

the Web, and access other Internet resources via a cellular phoneor cellular palmtop connection. These

connections are slower than normaldial-in connections but are becoming popular because you can access

the Internet with them whereveryouare.

If yow’re not yet connected andare interested in finding out more about an Internet connection, start at

your localcollege or library. Contact an ISP andfind out about their fees. Many national and local service

providers exist, so shop around.Lastly, the major online services now include Internet access, so youeasily
can use them to connectto the Net.
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Connecting Your
Computerto the Internet

Dumb terminal A terminal that is

connected to a mainframe, minicom-

puter, or other kind of large computer.
This type of connection often can be
foundin libraries or universities,

although thoseinstitutions are moving
towardoffering fuller PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol)
Internet access Similar to SLIP. this is a full Internet
than dumbter- connection over telephonelines via
minals provide. modem,It is more reliable than SLIP

becauseit double-checks to ensure

that Internet packets arrive intact.It
resends any damaged packets.

 
  
  
  
  

  
  

SLIP (Serial Line Internet

Protocol) A full Internet

connection over telephone
lines that sends internet

packets via 9,600bps
modemsor better.

Direct connection LANs or

large computers such as
mainframes can bedirectly
connected to the Internet.
Whena LANis connected to

the Internet, all the comput-
ers on the network can have

full access to the Net. This

type of access is common
inside corporations.
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Cable modem The Internet can
be accessed over some cable TV

systems using the coaxial cable
that carries television signals. A
special cable modem must be
used. Cable modems might be
capable of sending and receiving
data at speeds 20-100
times as fast as
conventional
 

WebTV You also can access

the Internet directly on your
television set by using a set-
top box that dials in to the
Internet and then displays
Webpageson your television
set. The best known of these

is the WebTV set-top box and
network. You also can use 

 
 

 
satellite dishes that are similar

to television satellite dishes
to access the Internet.

  modems.  
 

 
 
 

 Online services Al!

the major online ser-
vices allow you to tap
the full power of the
Internet. No special
setup is required.
Whenyou dialinto .
the online service, you
can usetheInternet's

resources, including
f browsing the World

DSL andISDN lines Specialdigital telephone Wide Web.
connections, called DSL, can be used to con-

nect to the Internet at very high speeds. ISDN
lines offer a lower-speed connection—usually
from 64Kbps to 128Kbps—butthey’restill
faster than dial-in speeds. ISDN modems must
be used with ISDNtines, and DSL modemsare

required for DSL connections.

 

   
  
 

  Wireless access
Cellular telephones
and palmtops can send
and receive e-mail and

browse the Web. They
do this at lower speeds
than regular dial-in
modems, but the con-
nections are available
all the time.
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OST people connectto the Internet in the most old-fashioned of ways—using a modem. Modems
enable your computer to send information to, and receive information from, other computers. In doing so,
modems enable you to do things such as hook up to the Internet, browse the World Wide Web, and send
and receive e-mail.

Typically, when you use your modem to connect to the Internet, you dial in to an Internet service
provider (ISP), for example America Online. Whenyoudial in to and connectto your ISP, you're in fact
connecting to a modem attached to a larger computercalled a server. ISPs typically have banks of hundreds
or thousands of modemsthat accept dial-ins from subscribers trying to connect.If you’ve ever tried to dial in
and been unable to connect (and to be frank about it, who hasn’t?), the modems mightall be busy, or the
receiving computer might be handling too many simultaneouscalls.

Modemsare controlled by your computer and communications software by a set of command called the
AT commandset (also knownas the [ayes command sct, namedafter one of the original modem manufac-
turers, Hayes). It’s a language that instructs the modem on whatto doat various points during a communi-
cations session, such as opening up a line and sending out tones that the telephone system can understand.

Two types of modems exist—external modemsand internal modems. External modemsare connected to
your computervia a serial port, whereas internal modemsare attached directly to the computer's mother-
board. Typically, external modems cost more, not because they’re better, but because they’re more expensive
to manufacture. External modemsneed tobe put inside a case of somesort and often havelights on them.
But howeverthey’re attached, they work very much the same.

Thelights on an external modem are not there just to look pretty—they havespecific purposes. From
looking at whetherlights are on oroff, or are steady orflickering, for example, you'll be able to see things
such as when your modem takes control of the phoneline, when it has made a connection, whenit is send-
ing and receiving data, and whetherit’s connected at the highest speed possible.

In the modem’s earliest days, they could transfer data at only a very slow rate—300 bits per second.
Today’s modemstypically are rated at a much higher speed, 56 kilobits per second. Generally, though, when
you dial in to the Internet using your computer, you won’t connectat 56 kilobits per second and will usually
comein at a lower speed. Things such as line noise force modemsto connect at lower speeds, so that data
isn’t lost during the call. And even in perfect conditions, you can’t connect at higher than about 53 kilobits
per second.

Increasingly, people use much higher-speed devices, such as cable modems and DSL modems, to connect
to the Internet. (Even though rhese devices are called modems, they aren’t true modems and use a different
technology to connect to the Inrernet.) Butstill, for the foreseeable future the majority of people will con-
tinue to connectto the Internet the old-fashioned way—overtelephonelines, using a modem.
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How a Modem MakesIts —

Connection

Bi The modem dials a number, and a modem on the other
end answersthe call. When the receiving modem
answersthe call, your modem sends out a tone to
inform the receiving modem that another
modem is doing the calling.

Modemsare controlled by software
on your PC using a languagecalled
the Hayes commandset or AT
commandset. When a modemis

to be dialed, the first command
givenit is to tell it to go off
hook—in other words, to open
a connection with the phone
line. After that, a command
tells the modem to dial a

telephone number to make
a connection.

BH The receiving
~ modem in turn answers

with its own tones, and a
basic connection is established.

The modemsnow exchangeinfor-
mation about how they are going to

send data to each other—a process
knownas a handshake.\n this handshake

process, the modemsagree on things
such as the communication speed as well
as whether theywill use whatis called a
parity bit to check for errors during com-
munications.

 

 
 

Connect!

fo Modem
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G The analog signals reach the receiving
modem wherethey are changed by the
receiving modem—demodulated—from
analog data backto digital data and
sent into the computervia the serial
port. This modulating and demodulat-
ing of data is what gives the modemits
name: MOdulating/DEModulating.

g Nowthat the connection is established, the modemscanstart
exchanging data. Your computer works with digital data—
binary bits of information that are either on or off. Your PC
sendsthis binary data to be communicated to the modem.

5 The telephone system, unlike a computer,
works with analog information—streams
of continuouselectric current that vary in
frequency and strength. The digital data
in your computer must be changedto
analog information so it can be sentvia
the telephone system. The modem takes
the digital information and changes it—
modulates it—into analog signals. The
information travels along the telephone
system as analog data. 
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VVHEN people first began talking about the “information superhighway”several years ago, it wasn’t the
Internet they were talking about. Instead, it was television—andspecifically cable television—that they
believed would change the way welived and worked. There were visions of 500 TV channels, “interactive
television,” shopping from home, and customized news available whenever you wantedit. This information
superhighway was going to hook us all together electronically so we could more easily communicate and get
information,services, goods, and entertainment.It didn’t pan out that way. Instead, the Internet has
become an information superhighway that can do almost everything people imagined could be done by
using cable TV.

How muchlonger the Internet will be the sole driving force behind the information superhighway
remains to be seen. Every day, TV and the Internet are drawing closer to each other. The Internetis gaining
more TV-like qualities, such as the capahility to play videos and music, and even the capability to broadcast
live video feeds. Television technologyis also developing to be capable of using the Internet to add inter-
activity to the television experience.

In fact, television and the Internet are already merging. Soon you'll be able to watch a sporting event
and simultaneously chat with others while you’re watching—all on the samescreen. Furthermore, when a
batter comes up to bat during a baseball game, you'll be able to use the Netto get detailed statistics about
the batter, and even past videos and highlightsof his career.

Television and the Internet have already begun to merge in a very real way, primarily through cable
modems, TVs that connect to the Net (enabling you to browse the Net through your TVset, such as with
WebTV), and interactive TV (which uses the Internet to deliver information to people on their TV
screens).

Cable modemsoffer extremely high-speed access to the Internet. They enable you to access the Net
using the existing coaxial TV cable that comes into your house. Cable modemscan receive data at up to
1.5 million bits per second and can send data at up to 300,000bps—farfaster than normal modems and
ISDN lines. They offer T1-like speeds, but at a fraction of the cost of T1 lines. They can deliver these high
speeds because they are sent through high-capacity cable lines. Because Internet data and the normal cable

signal coexist on the samelines, you can access the Net and watch TV simultaneously. Theillustration in
this chapter describes how MediaOneprovides cable modem accessto its customers.

A different technology enables you to browse the Web using yourtelevision set. A set-top box connects
your TV to the Net via a modem,takes the signal from the modems, and sendsit to the TV. A remote
control—like device enables you to browse the Web while watching TV at the same time. Interactive TV
goes a step further and uses a set-top box to enable interactivity with your PC, using Internet technologies.
Atthis point, no single standard exists for how Internet-enhanced TV works, nor even an agreement on
which features such a service should have. Theillustration in this chapter shows some of the common ways
that suchaservice will work.
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50 PART 2 CONNECTINGTOTHE INTERNET

How Cable ModemsWerkyi

The coaxial cable—sometimescalled a fbroadband wire—that comesinto a home e
from a poleis divided inta two cannections hy ae
a splitter inside the home. One part of the wire 3
goes to the normal set-top box that provides cable
TV access. The other part of the wire goes to a cable
modem, sometimescalled a broadband modem.

 
2. The cable modem attachesto an

ethernet network card inside the

computer. The networkcard is
configured the sameas any other
network card on a computer that
is attached to the Internet and has
a network address.

EJ The signals for sending and receiving
data to and trom the Internettravel

through the coaxial cable, through the
cable modem, and into your computer
through the network card. The coaxial
cable carries television and computer
signals simultaneously. The com-
puter signals travel on a 6MHz
channelwithin the broad-

band spectrum on the
coaxial cable.

 
Cable Modem

Splitter

  Coaxial Cable 
 

Cable TV
Converter
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oniwe ER [ 70 VW fT nN te ,I ON ONNE 
kA The head end also has

high-speedInternet
servers. A newsserver
offers accessto Internet

N\ Usenet newsgroupsata
, high speed because

people accessthe server
via the high-speed fiber-
optic wires and coaxial

 
 
 
 
 

4 The cable com- Gj The head end cables instead of having
pany divides each receives television to go out over the slower
townorcity into transmissions from Internet. Additionally,
neighborhoodsof satellites and has proxy servers cache in
about 500 Internet access via their memory the most
homes,all of high-speedlinks to current versions of the
which are the Internet. These more frequently
located on a G The nodésaré connected feeds provide te: accessed siles un Lhe
single local via high-speed fiber-optic cable programming Internet. In that way,
area network, lines to a head-end cable and Internet access cable modem customers
or node.All of facility. A single head to cable customers. can get high-speed
those 500 end typically handlesall accessto thesites
homes share the nodesfor 4-10 because they get them
the node. Both towns. The head endis via high-speed fiber-optic
television and responsible for deliver- wires and coaxial cables
Internet data ing television program- instead of having to go
travel to and ming and Internet access out over the slower
from those 500 to the cable customers. Internet.
homesto the
node overco-
axial cables. lf

many people

simultaneously VsaccesstheInternet

onasingle node,
accessis slower than

if only a few people
simultaneously access
the Internet.

 J
Satellite

Dish 
 

 
 

Proxy Server
Aeetatg

Mail Server as

High-Speed Internet Access
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How WebTV Works

  

 

  
  

 

Set-top Box —

WebTV enables people to browse the
Internet through a TV set and watch
television at the same time. A special
WebTVset-top box sits next to a
television set. The box has normal
connectorsto the television

and/or cable service and special
connectors to a modem and

phone line.It also has the
memory required to run a Web
browseralong with other
hardware and software.

El Television screens and computer
monitors use different technologies
to display pictures and information.
Computer monitors use red-green-blue
(RGB) technology, in which the three colors
are combined to form all the colors you see
on your monitor. Televisions use National
Television Standards Committee (NTSC) tech-

nology. The WebTVset-top box converts the
signal from the RGBof the Web to the NTSC
used by televisions so the signal is as clear as
possible.
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[I The WebTVset-top
box has the capabil-

i ity to accept add-ons
in a similar way to

q how computers can
a accept add-ons.

Printer Thefirst add-onis
‘. a printer, but others

are expected to
' follow.

 

Cable TV
Line

Line

computer
sional LY when you wantto

\ a f accesstheInternet,
the WebTV box con-

nects to the WebTV

network to get access to
the Internet. The WebTVnet-

workis not a single network, but
instead a virtual private network (VPN). WebTV
makesdeals with Internet service providers
(ISPs) across the country to provide accessvia
local points of presence (POPs); encryption
technology knits it all together into what
appears to be a single network. This VPN has
many Webservers onit to provide capabilities
such as e-mail and other services.
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Si Web IV uses its own proprietary Web browser, which adheres Lo
HTML standards and can run commonplug-ins. The browseris
designed for optimal display on a television set. Somesites,
such as TV Guide's, have developed Websites that make the
best use of the browser.

5 To speed up accessto Internet sites, the WebTV network runs a
series of proxy servers. These proxy servers cache commonly
accessed Web pages. When someone

who uses WebTV goesto one of a a
those pages,the pageis deliv- : fe
ered from the proxy server,
which delivers the page at a
higher speed than if it were -

Uy

4 ! a
is

accessed from the Internet. SN i
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7 The ability to browse
the Webis controlled by
a simple remote control
unit that enables people
to scroll, move around
the screen, and click

objects. The control
also allows people to
browse the Web, watch
television, or view the
Webandtelevision

simultaneously.
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How Internet-Enhanced

TV Works

To receive Internet-Enhanced TV, a television set requires a special set-top
box that can receive and deliver the Internet-enhanced services. The set-top
box has a powerful processor and a harddiskinsideit.
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Get Stats

including cable connections,satellite connections, and possibly DSL con-
nections as well. The connection, such as the cable connection shown

here, connects directly to the set-top box, not to the television itself.

El Whena TV station sends out a broadcast, it contains
the normal TV broadcast, as well as an accompanying
enhanced TVsignal with Internet-related information.

Televisions without the special set-top box display
the normal TV broadcast and ignore the

enhancedsignal.

The enhancedsignal can contain a
variety of extra information, andit
can be sent using the Hypertext

Markup Language (HTML), the lan-
guage of the Web. For example,
the information might contain
statistics about a batter during a
baseball broadcast, or it could

allow viewers to answer ques-
tions during a quiz show. The
HTML pagesalso could contain

TV-specific HTML commandsthat
i can bedisplayedonly via set-top

jf boxes and not with Web browsers.

oeSeOeeety

Wi}PeLoo} ‘ Hi (|110 <b le="back id:Weoras, oy hy aa Paci
SOLOMON OO1O0I0 Ltt] i <a href="tv:">back</a>WORTTi 1 |

<a href="tv:">next</a>
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5 Theset-top box interprets the HTML infor-
mation and formatsit in a way that can be dis-

played ona TV set. This information can be overlaid on
the regular TV show so that you can see the informa-
tion at the same time that you're watching the show.

Using a special remote control, the viewer can interact
willt the television—for example, by clicking a link to
get baseball statistics or taking a poll during a news
show. Whena viewerclicks n a link, the link behaves as
does any other on a Web pageanddelivers the infor-
mation or page requested. The request goes back
throughthe set-top box, is sent to the Web page,andis
then delivered via the enhanced TV signal back to the
set-top box. 
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| recent years, a plethora of options could be found for gaining high-speed access to the Internet. Among
the newest of those options is the Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), which might eventually prove to be one of

the most popular. Several types of DSL technologies are available, but they all work on the sameprinciples.

They enable you to use your existing telephonelines to access the Internet at very high speeds—potentially

as high as 55 million bits per second (Mbps)—using VDSL(Very high data rate DSL). However, that kind

of extremely high-speed connectionis used primarily by large corporations because of its cost. Home

users will probably get speeds of 1.5Mbps, whichisstill very fast—about 50 times the speed of a

28,800-bits-per-second (bps) modem. Additionally, DSL technologies enable you to use the Internet

at high speeds and simultaneously talk on your telephone, using the same, single phoneline.

DSLtechnologies require that NST. modems he used on each end of the phoneline.In fact, the

term DSLdoesn’t really refer to a phone line because an ordinary, existing copper phoneline can be used

for DSL.Instead,it refers to the DSL modems themselves. More confusingstill, DSL modemsaren’treally

modemsatall. Traditional modems modulatethedigital signals from your computer into analog signals so

that they can be sent over telephonelines, and then they demodulate them back intodigital signals so your

computer can understand them—hence the name modem,from the terms MOdulate/DEModulate. DSL

modems don’t convertsignals from digital to analog. Instead, they transmit and receiveall data as digital

signals. Because the signals don’t need to be converted and canbe sentasdigital data instead of analog data,

data can be sent at much higher speeds than data sentvia traditional modems.

DSLtechnology has one drawback;it requires that your house (and DSL modem)be located within a

certain distance from the telephone companyoffice and its DSL modem.In cities, this should not be a

major problem,but it could be a problem in rural areas. The exact distance required depends on the type

and speed of DSLservice you use. Higher speeds require that you be closer to the phone companyoffice.

Although manytypes of DSLservice are available, probably the most popular for people at home is stan-

dard DSLservice. With it, you can receive data at a faster rate than you can send data—for example, you

can receive data at 1.5Mbps and send data at 640Kbps.
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How DSL MakesIts

High-Speed Connection

 Oneof the major benefits of DSL is that it doesn’t need any special
wires. It is delivered over existing copper phone lines—what
is often referred to as POTS, or the plain old telephone
system. DSL,in fact, refers to the modems being used,

not to the lines themselves. sf
|

Plain Old

Telephone
Service (POTS)

bi DSL service requires that DSL modemsbe on each end
of the connection—in your homeandat the telephone
companyoffice. DSL modemsaredifferent from tradi-
tional modems.Traditional modemstakethedigital
signals from your computer, translate them into analog
signals, and send them over the phoneline as analog
signals. The receiving traditional modem then takes
those signals and translates them back into digital
information. DSL modemsinstead send and receiveall

data as digital data; no translation to analog signals
ever takes place.
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 Jraditional analog
transmissions and
voice.calls sent over

copper telephone
wires use ofy.a

small portion of the
potential bandwidth
that can be transmit- 4

ted over copper tele-
phonewires. DSL
enables peopleto talk.on
the telephone and usé the

ernet at high speeds
simultaneously—all over
a single phone’line.
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ADSL ‘modem’

£3 DSL divides the phoneline into three channels:
7 : > 9 onefor receiving data, one for sending data, and one for

= talking over the telephone. Therefore, a single phonefine“lwwoieechannel0can be used for browsingthe Internet and talking over the
telephone simultaneously. The phoneline is not always physi-

cally separated into these channels. Rather, modulation tech-
niques can be used to separatethe three types of signals: voice,
sending, and receiving. The sending and receiving channels can be
divided into a variety of speeds. One form of ADSL mightbe able to
receive data at 1.5Mbps, for example, and sendit at 640Kbps.

5 To work properly, your DSL modem mustbe located within a certain distance
from the phone company’s answering DSL modem. The exact distance varies
accordingto the precise DSL service and speed being offered, and even accord-
ing to the gaugeof the copper telephonewire. For an 8.448Mbpsservice,for
example, the phone company’s DSL modem needsto be within 9,000 feet of
your modem.At 2.048Mbps,on the other hand, the modem can belocated
16,000 feet away.

<9,000 Feet (DSL OK) >10,000 Feet (no DSL connection)
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ONEcommon complaint about the Internetis that ordinary telephone connections are too slow. Even
“high-speed” modemsthat can connect at 28,800Kbps can be too slow to take advantageof the rich graph-

ics now available. The Internetis full of graphics, videos, sounds, and other multimediafiles that are very

large and take a very long time to be sent across the Internet to your computer.

Oneaffordable way to geta faster Internet connection is to use ISDN (Integrated Services Digital

Network). It’s a technology that has been aroundfor years, but the adventof the Internet and the need for

higher-speed connections has madeit more popular.

ISDN enables high-speed connectionsto the Internet using existing copper cable telephonewires.It

isn’t available to everyone in the country yet because it requires telephone companies toinstall special

ISDN digital-switching equipment. Howevet, every day more areas of the country offer ISDN service.

If ISDN is available itt yout area, you'll pay extra for the service compared to a normaltelephoneline.

To use ISDN andtheInternet, the number you’re dialing must be equipped for ISDN access. Manyprivate

Internet dial-in providers and online services allow for ISDN access.

ISDN also requires that you have an ISDN modem.Althoughit looks like a modem, an ISDN modem

isn’t really a modem atall. Instead,it’s a terminal adapter, a piece of hardware that lets you send and receive

digital signals over ISDN phonelines. Normal modemstransform digital signals from your computer into

analog signals that can be sent over normalanalog telephonelines. Because ISDNis a digital technology,

only digital data is sent by the ISDN adapter. Some ISDN devices include the capability to function as a

regular modem. This capability is necessary because not every place you can dial into with your computer

lets you use ISDN; someservices presently allow only regular modem access.

ISDN enables you to use your line for voice calls as well as for sending and receiving data, andin fact,

depending on where you getthe service, it might support caller ID so you can see the phone numberof

people whoare calling. In some setups, you can even have more than one telephone numbersharinga single

line. Then, depending on thecall, it can be routed to different devices sharing the same ISDN line. For

example, you can have a fax number, andall calls to that number automatically will go to your fax machine.

Although ISDN offers higher connection speeds than traditional modems,it is slower than DSL and

cable modems. Because of this, and because there have been problemsrolling the service out across the

country, it hasn’t been as popularas its higher-speed DSL and cable modetn competitors. Still, when DSL

and cable modemsaren’t available, or in areas where ISDNserviceis less expensive,it’s a good way to get

onto the Internetat higher speeds than traditional modems.
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How ISDN Makes Its High-Speed
~ Connection
| To use ISDN service, a computer requires an ISDN modem. In fact, this “modem”isn’t really a

modem at ali and should becalled a terminal adapter instead. The ISDN “modem” sendsdigi-
tal information from your computer over ISDN telephonelines and receives digital information
from telephonelines.

 
 

by Unlike normal! telephonelines,
ISDN lines do not receive powerfrom hy
the telephone company. Instead, they must ioe
use powerfrom an outside source, so they mn
plug into a poweroutlet. Becauseofthis, in the 3
event of a blackout or power failure, ISDN lines will

not work. Normal telephones usually work during cdblackouts becausethey receive their powerdirectly

over the phoneline. 4

 

 
 
 

FE A numberof variations of ISDN service exist, but by
far the most commonis knownasBasic Rate

Interface (BRI). With BRI, your telephone lineis
divided into three logical channels. These logical
channels are the meansby whichdata is sent
and received over your telephoneline. BRI
has two 64Kbps B (bearer) channels and one
16Kbps D (data) channel. This is commonly
referred to as 2B+D.

 64 khbits

64 khits

i
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Ey The B channeis

 
 

    

  
 

are used to send your |data and can be used

simultaneously. So, for |
example, you can be talking on Ythe telephone through one B chan- { | | | : : : : | | | ]
nel while cruising the Internet on your }
computerover the other B channel. The D 5 rachannelis used to send signaling information i t | hi ni e! i i
for routing the data that is being sent over the
B channels.

| than
“OneoY

 
Out-of-band Signaling In-band Signaling

Ei Notall telephone companies have the capability to use the D channel to send signaling information.
In cases where the D channel can’t be used for signaling information, that information is instead oe

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

delivered over the B channels. In this instance, each B channel can send and receive data at only
56Kbps becausethe other 8Kb in each channelis used for signaling information. When the B chan-
nels carry signaling information,it is referred to as out-of-band signaling. When the D channelcar-
ries signaling information,it is referred to as in-band signaling.

Whenaccessing the Internet, ISDN generally uses the Puint-to-Point
Protocol (PPP). However, with the Multilink PPP (MP) protocol, the two B
channels can be combined into a single channel for a speed of 128Kbps
when in-band signaling is used and 112Kbps when out-of-band signaling
is used.

 
Multilink PPP |
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THEREare many ways to get access to the Internet; one is by using an onlineservice such as
CompuServe or America Online. These online services have long provided their own unique content,

special areas, and services available only to their subscribers. They use proprietary software and interfaces

to give subscribers access to their resources. Unlike most of the Internet, the content, areas, and services

the online companies provide are not always free. To get them, you might have to pay a monthly subscrip-

tion fee to the online service. These online servicesare different from Internet service providers (ISPs)

that offer only access to the Internet and don’t have their own private areas andservices.

Theservices let you access the Internet in a numberof ways. To make using the Internet’s resources

easier, the services often use their own proprietary software oruser interface. The user interface requires

you to issue a commandthatis then sent out over a gateway to the Internet. (A gateway is a device that

sends data from network to network and can translate between the twoif they use different kinds of data

and protocols.) The information you’ve asked foris retrieved, sent back over the gateway to your online

service, and is displayed for you using the online service’s proprietary software.play y g prop y

Most online services also allow you to use your own client software, such as FTP software or news-

group readers, to use the Internet. To do this, you essentially bypass the online service’s proprietary inter-

face. You use the online service as you would a dial-in ISP. First, you dial into the onlineservice to

establish a TCP/IP connection. Then, you launch the client software on your computer.It is the TCP/IP

connection that gives you access to the Internet’s resources.

Onlineservices also let you browse the Web. Somelet you use only their own proprietary Web

browsers. Others have their own proprietary Web browsers but also allow you to browse the Web using

any Web browser of your choice. To use your own Web browser, you first dial into the service to establish

a TCP/IP connection. Then, you launch your own Web browser, and you can browse the Web just as you

would with any otherdial-in ISP.

In addition to letting you browse the Web, online services also let you use other Internet resources,

such as Telnet (which lets you gain access to a distant computer on the Internet) and Usenet newsgroups

(public Internet discussion areas). In some instances, you gain access to those resources using the online

service’s proprietary software, whereas in other instances you use normalInternetclient software.

Increasingly, the online services are moving toward eliminating their proprietary architecture alto-

gether. The trendis to build the service on the same frameworkas the Internet, such as the TCP/IP proto-

col and related technologies. The Microsoft Network, for example, is now based entirely on TCP/IP.

America Online and CompuServe are both incorporating elements of Internet technologyinside their

services and one day mightgo entirely to an Internet-based model.
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How Online Services ~.
Connect to the Inter

Online services such as CompuServe and America Online pro-
vide a very convenient way to use Internet resources. These ser-
vices have their own software that makes accessing Internet
resources such as Telnet and FTP easy. Somealso allow you to use
your ownTelnet, FTP, Gopher, or other software instead oftheirs.
Using these resources, you can browse the World Wide Web,
either with their own proprietary Web browseror by using any
other Web browser. Finally, some services let you use special
software required to accessInternet resources such as
Internet Relay Chat(IRC).

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Each online service has a great deal of resources,
content, and special areas that are not available to
anyone except people who subscribe to that partic-
ular service. These areas use the online service’s

ownproprietary software and interface; they
do not worklike the Internct. You

dial directly into the online
service to get at these

resources.

 
 

  

  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

EB Whenyouusethe resources
of an online service, you don’t
go outside the service to the
Internet—instead, you stay
behind a firewall. A firewall is

a security system of accepting
or blocking packets as they are
transmitted across a network.

Individual online services

establish firewalls

that let only
subscribers

into the
service.

Firewall

Online Service A
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Online services use

their own proprietary
software and inter-

faces to give you
access to many com-
monInternet

resources, such as

Usenet newsgroups,
Telnet, and FTP You
issue a command

using the online ser-
vice’s own software.

The online service
then sends the com-
mand out over the

Internet via a gate-
wayto retrieve the
information. The

information is sent

back via a gateway,
through the online
service's ownsoft-

ware, and then to
your computer.
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Firewall

Online Service B
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bd Someonline services let you use any Web
browser you wantto browse the World Wide
Web.In that instance, you can click an icon on
the online service, go into a special area of the
online service, or simply launch your Web
browser on your own computer, and then begin
browsing the Web.

G Online servicesalsolet
you browsethe World

aa Wide Web. One wayto
\ browse the Webis to

use the online service's

\ own proprietary Web

\ hrowser. Typically, you
Pl can launch a browser by
s clicking an icon or going

into a special area of the
online service.

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

also let youuse ~~ ae
your own client soft- lf
ware to access

Internet resources such

as Telnet, FTP, and IRCthat
the services do not have pro-
prietary softwarefor. To do
this, you dial into the online
service and establish a TCP/IP
connection. You can then

get directly onto the
Internet using your
ownclient

software.
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EWERY day, new, unique ways of connecting to the Internet and browsing the Web are being
developed. While traditional PCs and modemsarestill the dominant way people access the Internet,

increasingly many other types of devices can access the Web as well—and hardwares other than tra-

ditional modemsare also becoming more and more popular ways to get onto the Internet, particularly

wireless technologies.

Among the newest ways to connectto the Internet and browse the Webarevia satellite connec-

tions; via Palmtop computers, such as the Palm and Windows CEdevices; via cellular telephones;

and via a wireless technology called Bluetooth.

When you connectto the Internet using a satellite connection, you can get access at a higher rate

than normal 28.8 or 56 kilobits per second modems. You typically get data and Websites transferred

ta you at 400 kilohits per second, more than seven times the speed of a 56Kbps modem.

Satellite-access systems are, in a way, odd hybrids. They still require that you use a modem. The

modem is used to request information from the Internet, so when you send information through the

Internet, it goes at normal modem speeds. However, that requested information is sent back to you at

the high satellite transmission speeds, not the slower modem speeds. However, this means that if

you’re sending e-mail, or transferring a file to someone via FTP, that information is sent at modem

speeds, not satellite speeds.

When you access the Internetvia satellite, you still use a traditional PC. However, you can also

get onto the Web in other ways using new typesof digital devices, most notably Palmtop devices.

These little computers, sometimes called personal digital assistants (PDAs) canliterally put the Web

in the palm of your hand. You connect a modem to them and can then get onto the Internet and
send and receive e-mail and browse the Web with them.

Some PDAsandcellular telephones can access the Internet without using normaltelephonelines

(called landlines). They use cellular technology to make a connection to the Internet. But because

their screens are small and typically can’t display graphics, Web pages must be reformatted into a for-

mat called Wireless Markup Language (WML) to be viewed properly on them. Some Web pagesare

built with WML, and those Web pages need notbe specially formatted—they can be viewedasis.
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How To Access the Internet

via a Satellite Connection
Accessingthe Internetvia a satellite connection delivers information to your computerat
much higher speeds than do normal modems—at 400 kilobits per second. To useit, you need
a satellite dish on your homein the same waythat you need a satellite dish to get satellite TV.

G The satellite in turn sends the
information at 400Kbps to the
satellite dish in your home.

lz Thesatellite dish sends the information to your PC via a coaxial cable,
the sametype of cable used by cable TV systems. Coaxial cable can send

data at higher speeds than can normal telephonelines. The coaxial
cable sends the data to a network card inside your computer. You

now can view the Web page—and you'll have gotten it at 400
. kilobits per second rather than at 28.8Kbps or 56Kbps.

 
Satellite Dish

Bi Whenyou wantto visit a Web page,
you issue a request through your PC
as you normally would. That request
is sent via a normal modem to an

Internet service provider (ISP) over
normal telephonelines.

Request

 

ISP
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4

Satellite <

5 The NOC sendsthe
informationto a satellite

abovethe earth at 400Kbps. 4 Instead of transferring the
information directly back
to you over telephone
lines, the Web server
sends theinformation to

the satellite company’s
network operations center
(NOC) (also called a satel-

lite groundstation) via
special high-speed [inks.

  3|Your request to visit the page goes
to the Webserverthat houses the

site you wantto visit.

 
 

Network

Operations
Center

Web Server
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Palmtop computers such as 3Com’s Palm series are small,handheld devices, whose small screens wouldn't seem to if
be able to allow you to browse the Weh. But even these fe
small devices coupled with special software, such as a vale
ProxiWeb, can be used for Web browsing. You install << ee “
this software byfirst putting it on your PC and then / ae *
transferring it over to the Palm via HotSync tech- f Aenologythat transfers files and data between PCs x Bareand Palms. ‘ i.

 

 

  
 
 
 

Palm Device

é

By After the browsing softwareis installed, you connect
to the Internet using a modem anddialing into an
Internet service provider. The modem can be a
special one devisedfor the Palm,or it can bea
PC modem.
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Internet
Service

Provider 
Ei After you’re connected to the Internet, when you want to

visit a Web site you typeits location into the browser.
Instead of going to the site, though, the ProxiWeb browser
contacts a special proxy server located on the Internet.

3 The proxy server contacts the Web serverthat hosts the
page you wantto visit. The page downloadsto the proxy
server. As the page is downloaded, the proxy server
processesand reformatsit, putting into a form that can
be easily read by Palm device’s small screen. It strips out
the HTML coding and changesit into a special format the
ProxiWeb browseron the Palm can read, and it changes the
graphics into a format that can be read on the Palm aswell.

5 After the page is processed and reformatted,it is sent to the
Palm device, whereit can be read. The links arelive just as if
it were a normal Web page, so you canclick them to view
them. Whenyouclick a link, you contact the proxy server,
which then gets you that pagein the same wayit sent you
the initial page.
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|TAPART2.CONNECTINGTOTHEINTERNET

How Cellular Telephones and
PalmtopsAccess the Internet

The main waycellular telephonesaccessthe Internet is through
a protocol called the Wireless Access Protocol (WAP) andits
associated markup language, the Wireless Markup Language
(WML). To use WAPto access a Web pagewith a cellular tele-
phone,youfirst need to make a cellular phone call. When you MSN. 13572
dial a cell phone,it looks for the nearest cellular antenna, called ESN 25817
a base station, to transmit the call. The phone scans nearby
base stations and locks on onethatis either the closest or has

the most powerful signal.

 

 
 Whoare you? Get

Web

Page

 
WML

b The phoneasksfor 3 The basestation
authorization to sends the call toa

makethecall. The telephone-wire-based
base station looks network(also called a

at the telephone’s landline) and then to
mechanical serial a network server and

number (MSN) and WAPgateway.
electronic serial

number (ESN) to
ensure that the

phoneis allowed
to use the cellular
network.

 
EI You can now read the page on your cellular

telephone—it has been specially formatled
for its display. However, cellular phones have
difficulty handling graphics, so not all Web
pageswill display properly, even after
they've been reformatted to WML.

oa wa i . Po
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Net Server 1one Company i

Gg If the page isinn al HTML
EA The WML pageis sent back through format, the gate reformats

the landline to a base station. The the page in WML,soyour cell
base station sends the page to ‘ phone can read the page.If the
your cellular telephone. ; page is already in WML format,

a the gateway doesn’t need to
/ — reformat the page.

  
  WAP Gateway 

 
  gg The gateway sendsthe request for

the Web page on to the Web server
on which the pageis located.
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How Bluetooth Works r

El Whena Bluetooth device finds another device, or more than
one device, within its range, they go through a series of com-

munications that establish whether they should communicate
with one another. Notall devices will communicate—for

example, a stereo might not communicate with a telephone.
Devices determine whether they should communicate with
one another by examining each other’s Bluetooth profiles,
which are codedinto the devices’ hardware by the hard-
ware manufacturer. Profiles contain information about

the deviceitself, whatit is used for, and with which
devices it can communicate.If devices determine they

should communicate with one another, they establish
a connection. The cnnnection of two or more

Bluetooth devicesis called a piconet.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Notebook
PC

2. The Bluetooth device constantly
sends out a message,looking
for other Bluetooth devices

within its range.

Bluetooth is a wireless technology that allows computers,
telephones, personal data assistants (PDAs), and even

i. homedevices such asstereos and TVs to communicate

; with one another. Each Bluetooth device has a microchip
embeddedin it that can send and receive radio signals.It
can send both data and voice. The radio signals are sent
and received in the 2.4GHz radio band, often referred to as
the industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) band. Inside the
chip is software called a link controller that does the actual
workof identifying other Bluetooth devices and sending
and receiving data.

Bluetooth Chipset

Piconet | 
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4|After the connection is established, the devices

can communicate with one another. You could use
a Bluetooth device to access information from the

Internet, if the deviceit's accessing the data from
is connectedto the Internet. For example, you
could have a home network with Bluetooth capa-
bility and connect a palmtop computerto the
Internet by connecting through the home network.

gi If there are many Bluetooth devices or piconets near each other, their
radio signals could conceivably interfere with one another. To ensure
that doesn’t happen, Bluetooth uses spread-spectrum frequency
hopping. \n this technique, the transmitters change their frequencies
constantly—1,600 times per second.In this way, the chanceof inter-
ference is very small—andif interference does occur, it occurs for
only a tiny fraction of a second. Whentwo or more devices are
connected in a piconet, one device is the master and determines the
frequencies to switch among. It instructs all the other devices on
which frequencies to switch to, and when.

 
Handheld
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GO Piconets can link to one another, and any Bluetooth device can also SS
be part of more than onepiconet. SS

B SS _

Piconet 2

 
 

Slave
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‘© more the Internet becomes a pervasive and necessary part of our lives, the more we need access to
it—andnotjust at work, but at homeas well.

Internet access at home has become a must-have for most people and families who can afford it. And

because people have more than one computer at home, they wantto be able to let each computer have

Internet access—and they wantto be able to share printers and sendfiles back and forth between their

computers as well.

This is especially important for people who have high-speed Internet connections, such as cable modems

or DSL modems. Typically, these connections cost at least $30 a month or more. Rather than having to pay

a separate connection fee for each computer, you can install a home network and allow two or more com-

puters to share the same high-speed connection. That way, you pay for only one connection.

Several types of home networks can be used. By far the most popular right noware those that use a

combination hub/router to connect the computers and allow them to share an Internet connection,printers,

and files. The hub connects all the devices to one another, whereas the router does the work of connecting

the devices to the Internet. Commonly, individual PCs are connected to the hub/router via the same type of

Ethernet cables used in corporate local area networks (LANs). Each PC needs a network card to connect to

the network—again, the same kind of network card used in corporate LANs.

Other types of home networks are becoming popular as well. Some home networks connect via the

home’s telephonewires. Still others connect using wireless technology—and wireless home networks might

becomethe most popular because of the difficulty and expenseof stringing Ethernet cable throughout a

home. For now, though, the most popular networks are those that use the same Ethernet cables used in cor-

porate LANs.

Increasingly, it’s not only computers at home that connectto the Internet. Other types of devices and

appliances are being connected as well, such as radio receivers; small, inexpensive e-mail devices that only

send and receive e-mail; and even traditional home appliances suchasrefrigerators, microwave ovens, and
alarm clocks.

Connecting these types of devices and appliances will make life more convenient—you'll be able to use

your refrigerator to automatically generate shoppinglists, for example, and send ordersdirectly to grocery

stores. And you’ll have an alarm clock that can change the time it awakens you based ontraffic reports it

garners from the Internet. These kinds of devices aren’t mere fantasy—theyare already being sold ortested

and will soon be sold in a departmentstore near you.
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80= PART 2::« CONNECTINGTOTHEINTERNET=

How HomeNetworks Let You
re Your Internet Connection

nain reason people set up home networksis to share high-speed Internet access, such as via a cable
m or DSL modem, amongseveral computers. To give the home network accessto the Internet, an

 
 
 

  
   
  
  

~ Ei The hub/router does twopri-
, mary jobs:It connects all the

PCs to each other so they can
share files and devices such

 
 
 
 uch asprinters. So, any

computer on the network
can print to a printer
attached to any other
computer, as long as the
computesare set up to
share resources.

it's given by a serverru
the Internet service provider.
(ISP) that runs the cable or
DSL service.

ga Whena second PCis turned on,it
does the same thingthefirst PC
does: It contacts the hub/router and

gets an internal IP address. This
internal IP address will be different

from the first—for example, it might
be 192.168.1.148. But to the outside

world, the IP address lookslike the IP
address of the router. The PC now

hasfull access to the Internet, Other

computers on the home network can
get internal IP addresses and access
to the Internet in the same way using
the homerouter.
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al CHAPTER 15 HOW HOME N

ISP Server

(to the Internet)

“a
By The computers on the network needto be

protected against hackers and other dangers
on the Internet. A firewall stops hackers from
breaking into the home network.(For
more information on how firewalls

work, turn to Chapter 44, “How
Firewails Work.”)

Cable Modem

  

 
 

Firewall = J

Go Whena PCis turned on,it needs to have an IP
address to connectto the Internet. Normally,
when a PC is connected directly to a cable

‘ modem or DSL modem,the IP addressis
‘ given to the computerby the ISP that runs the

' cable modem or DSL service. However, in the
, case of a home network, the PC instead gets

its IP address from the hub/rauter, which uses

a technique known as network addresstrans-
lation (NAT). With NAT, the IP address—such

as 192.168.1.100—is a special, internal IP
address that is used only inside the home net«
work. To the outside world, the IP address
lookslike the IP address of the router. The PC
nowhasfull access to the Internet.

 

 
  

 
4|PCs connectto the

hub/router via Ethernet
cables. Each PC needs

a network card, which
is connected via the
Ethernet cable to the

hub/router.
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How Appliances and Other
Devices Connect to the Internet
Wireless connections In theory, any type of device or appliance—from ; 7
your television to your heating system to your refrigerator—connects to
the Internet, either by wires or wirelessly. This illustration shows how
devices other than computers can connectto the Internet. None of
what you.seein this illustration is science-fiction—every example
shownhereis either already being tested or already being sold.It
is often not realistic to expect Ethernet cable to be easily strung
all over the house toConnect devices to a home networkthat in
turn can connectthose devices to the
Internet. So, homes wanting “|
to connectdevices to the Internet

either can use an entirely wireless
network or can use a wireless net-

work access point that can hook into
a wired network and connectwireless

devices to the Internet.

 
 
 
 

 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

E-mail terminal For people who want
access to e-mail throughout the house but
can't afford a PC in every room, inexpen- ai

sive e-mail terminals can be used. These ow ave
terminals are use primarily for sending ie
and receiving e-mail, although some have Pa Pa

basic Web-browsing capabilities as well. e :
They are already being sold. These termi- i “a
nals can be connected to the Internet via 1 ee
telephone wires, Ethernet cable, or in the \
future, wirelessly.

\

Internet refrigerator
Already in the testing
phaseis a refrigerator with an
internet connection. The refrigera-
tor has a bar code scannerattached to

it, and whenever you buy food andputit
into the refrigerator, you scan the item’s UPC
code. The refrigerator keeps a record of what you've
bought and can create automatic shopping lists based on
your purchases. You can then send the shoppinglist from the
refrigerator directly to a grocery store, which could then deliver
the goods to your home. Refrigerator makers Electrolux, GE, and
Whirlpool are planning to sell these appliances.
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Security and monitoring system
Security systems can be connected to
the Internet so that you can,for example,
look through security cameras when
you're far away and makesure your

house is OK. You can also put a
Webcamin your youngchildren’s

roomsandbeable to monitor

them whenyou’re in
another room or

away from
home.

 
 

 

 
 

Internet home control Ultimately, every part of
your homewill be able to be monitored and con-
trolled via the Internet, from the lights to the heat-
ing system, security system, and beyond. You'll
be able to monitor and control your homeeither
through a central keypad and monitor at home,
via a PC at home, or via a PC or some other

Internet-connected device when you're away
from home. Sunbeam, which makesthe Mr.

Coffee coffee maker, has announced thatit will be

selling a set of nine Internet-connected home
devices, Including a smart, Internet-connected
alarm clock called the TimeHelper. The device can
beep a warning when theInternet-connected
Smart Coffeemaker runs low on water, check

Internet traffic reports to see whattraffic is like,
set your alarm to the best time for getting into
work, and even turn off or on your electric blanket
based on weatherreports. The Internet alarm
clock is expected to sell for $40-$80.

Internet radio tuner One of the newest home

devices that uses an Internet connection is a radio
tuner. These tuners connectto the Internet and

play Internet radio stations. They are already
being sold. (For information about how Internet
radio stations work, turn to Chapter 36, “How
Music and Audio Work on the Internet.”) They
connect in a variety of ways, either through a PC
or by themselves through an Ethernet connection.
(In the future, they might connect wirelessly.) They
can play the music in speakers throughout the
house. Those speakers can be wired directly to the
tunerin the traditional way, connected wirelessly,
or connected via a home’s telephone wires.

Internet microwave oven Also in the testing phaseis an Internet-
connected microwave oven. When you wantta cank something, you
put it into the microwave and pass a har code scannerover the product's
UPC code.Directions for cooking the item are sent directly to the
microwave oven, which then cooksthe item according to the directions.
Samsungis planning on selling an Internet microwave oven. Someday,
regular ovens might have this same capability as well.
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SINC ke its very earliest days, the Internet has been concerned primarily with one task—
making it easier for people to communicate with one another using computers. The Internet
wascreated to enable university researchers to share their thoughts, work, and resources, and
for military people to communicate with each otherin case of war and even, thevretically, a
nuclear attack.

Today, more than two decades after the inceptionof thefirst networks that grew into the
Internet,it is still primarily a communications inedium. Millions of people from all over the
world share their thoughts, hopes, work, gossip, and comments on the wires and computers
that make up the Internet. Many of the means of communication, such as electronic mail,
have changedverylittle in the past 20 years. Yet other, entirely new ways of communicating
have been devised, such as enabling you to use the Internet as your telephone, completely
cutting out long-distance charges, evenif you’re calling to the otherside of the world.
Technologies enable people to communicate privately, one on one; others allow for vast dis-
cussion groupsthat span the globe, andstill others enable both private communication with
one person and public communication with large groups.

This section of the book looks at the main ways people communicate on the Internet.

Chapter 16, “How E-mail Works,” takes a long look at what continues to be the most pop-
ular way for people to communicate on the Internet—electronic mail, or e-mail. E-mail
remains possibly the greatest use of the Internet and is used for business and personal corunu-
nication. You'll sec how e-mail gets routed from your computer through the maze. of wires that
makes up the Internet and then endsupin the proper recipient’s inbox. You'll look at all the
elements of a mail message and learn how you can send binary files, such as pictures and
sounds, through e-mail. You'll also explore mailing lists, where you can subscribe to any one
of thousandsof public discussions via e-mail or receive what are essentially electronic news-
letters delivered to your e-mail inbox. You’ll also look at how you can look up anyone’s e-mail
address using white page directories that use a technology called the Lightweight Access
Directory Protocol (LADP). Finally in this chapter, you’ll take a look at how e-mail can be
encrypted so that snoopers and hackers can’t read it as it makes its way across the Internet.

Chapter 17, “How E-mail Spam Works,” covers one of the most controversial modes of
communication on the Internet—the use of spam, the equivalent of junk mail via e-mail, that
is sent to millions of people each day. Although spam is a problem on newsgroupsas well as
e-mail, e-mail is the greatest area of controversy. Spam annoys people and wastes their time
while they clean out their mailboxes; it clogs the Internet so that other messages might be
delivered late (or notat all); and it can be delivered by piggybacking onto other people’s
e-mail servers, costing them money. The chapter looks at how spam is sent, as well as ways
that it can be blocked.

Chapter 18, “How Newsgroups Work,” explores Usenet newsgroups—public discussion
groups in which anyone can participate. Many thousandsof these groups focus on every sub-
ject conceivable. You'll see how newsgroups work and how you can deciphertheir often
arcane names,

Chapter 19, “How Internet Chat and Instant Messaging Work,” covers the various ways
people can chat on the Internet. When people chat on the Internet, they don’t actually speak
but type comments on their keyboards instead, and then people all over the world can read
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and respond to them. This chapter closely examines how instant messaging works—a way in
which people can chat one on one with others. Two of the most popular pieces of software
for communicating on the Internet—America Online Instant Messenger (AIM) and ICQ—
are chat software. This chapter also discusses the first type of Internet chat, called Internet
Relay Chat (IRC). Although not as popularasit used to be,it’s still a way many people chat
with each other online.

Finally, Chapter 20, “How Internet Phone Calls Work,” details one of the more intriguing
new uses of the Internet—using it as your telephone. Today you can dial into yourlocal Inter-
net provider with your computer, andif you havethe right hardware and software, you can
talk with anyone similarly connected to the Internet anywherein the world,all without pay-
ing long-distance telephone charges. This chapter also covers a new type of low-costtele-
phoneservice that has sprung up: IP Telephony. In IP Telephony, you talk over your telephone
as you would normally—the phonecall appears no different to you. But the Internet, rather
than the normal phonesystem, is used to make the connection to the person you'recalling.
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ELECTRON IC mail, or e-mail, might be the most heavily used feature of the Internet. You can use it to
send messages to anyone whois connected to the Internet or connected to a computer network that has a
connection to the Internet, such as an online service. Millions of people send and receive e-mail every day.
E-mail is a great way to keep up with far-flungrelatives, friends, co-workers in different branches of your
company, and colleagues in yourfield.

E-mail messages are sent in the same way as most Internet data. The TCP protocol breaks your messages
into packets, the IP protocol delivers the packets to the proper location, and then the TCP reassembles the
message on the receiving mail serverso it can be read.

You can also attach binaryfiles, such as pictures, videos, sounds, and executablefiles to your e-mail mes-
sages. Because the Internetisn’t capable of directly handling binary files in e-mail, thefile first must be
encuded in one of a varicty of encoding schemes. Popular schemes are MIMEand uuencode. The person
whoreceives the attached binary file (called an attachment) must decode thefile with the same scheme that
was used to encodethefile. Many e-mail software packages do this automatically.

When you send e-mail to someone on the Internet, that message often has to travel througha series of
networks before it reaches the recipient—networks that mightuse different e-mail formats. Gateways per-
form the job oftranslating e-mail formats from one network to another so that the messages can maketheir
way throughall the networks of the Internet.

A mailinglist is one of the most intriguing uses of e-mail. It connects a group of people whoare inter-
ested in the same topic, such as Japanese cartoons or home schooling. When one person sends e-mail to the
mailing list, that message is automatically sent to everyone on thelist. You can meet others and talk to them
on a regular basis about your sharedinterests, hobbies, or professions. To get onto a mailing list, you send an
e-mail note to the mailing list administrator and include your e-mail address.

Mailing lists can be moderated or unmoderated. A moderated mailinglist is screened by the list adminis-
trator, who mightkill duplicate messages or messages notrelated to thelist’s theme. An unmoderated mailing
list is wide open; all mail sent to it is automatically sent to everyone onthelist.

Often, when you wantto subscribe to a mailing list, you send a message to a computer instead of a per-
son. That computer, knownasalist server (also calledalistserv), reads your e-mail and automatically sub-
scribes you to thelist. You can unsubscribe from thelist in the same way.

In the past, finding the e-mail address of someonewasvery difficult if you knew only her name. These
days,it’s not so hard. A variety of “white page” directories have sprung up on the Internet that enable you to
easily look up people’s e-mail addresses. These sites mainly use a standard called the Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol (LDAP), which enables you to find people’s e-mail addresses without even havingto visit a
Website. Using the protocol, you can search for e-mail addresses un the Internet from directly within your
e-mail program.

Oneproblem with e-mail is that it’s not secure—snoopers and hackerscanreadit as it gets sent along
the public wires that make up the Internet. To ensure that no one except the sender and receiver can read
it, encryption can be used—software that scrambles the mail so only those with the proper encryption keys
can readit.
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How E-mail Is Delivered over

the Internet

addressof the sender.

2. Routers on the Internet look at the
addresses in each packet and send
the packets on the best path to get
there. Manyfactors go into how the
packets are routed, including the
traffic volume on various backbones.

Each packet mighttake a different
route, so the mail packets can arrive
at the destination out of order.

104

oeAfter you create and send an e-mail message,it is sent as a
stream of packets using the Internet’s TCP/IP protocol. Each
packet bears the address of the destination, among many
other kinds of information, such as the

Ir
 

  

  

 

3 Whenail the packets
have been received at

the receiving address,
they are recombined
into an e-mail message
the recipient can read.
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MailRéflector. YY 

Get me

xyZ.zip.

 

Online Service A

 

Using a mailing list, you can send a single message to
a group of people. A mail reflector is the program that

runs on an Internet computer and routes mail to mem-
bers of a mailing list. In a different typ
knownasa listserv, you subscribe to a mailing 15)
sending it your e-mail address. You will get every Mes
sage that everyone sendsto thelist. In another type of
e-mail mailing list you can subscribe to, you receive
only mail that a single person sends;only that person
can send to the list. Often, electronic newsletters are
distributed in this way. Sopia.

 
  

 
eo

 

 

Many Internet resources, including FTP
servers, can be accessed via e-mail. E-mail
access is slower than direct access,butit is

helpful when you don’t have a direct connec-
tion to the Internet.

xyZ.zip

 
G Using the Internet, e-mail can be exchanged among

all the major online services, computerbulletin
boards, and other networks. From the Internet, you
can send e-mail to any of those networks—and from
anyof those networks, mail can be sent to the
Internet. When mail is sent from one of those net-

worksto another, it often must pass through the
Internet as a way of routing the mail.

Online Service 8 Online Service C
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How E-mail Software Works

After the Internet delivers mail to your
e-mail box, you need some wayto read
the mail, compose new mail, and respond
lu your messages. To do all this, you use
e-mail software, sometimescalled Mail Server
mailers or readers.

 
ey When someone sends you an

Internet e-mail message, the
messageisn’t delivered straight
to your computer. Instead,it
gets sent to a mail server. Your
e-mail software logs in to the
mail server and checks to see

whether you have mail. 
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GUY GHISTE TUTE HIETOAS EWU Reese epssassies Qeyrestes coy

< new mail from Que (smcmb@que.publishing.com)   

 
 

< new mail from Lower Your Monthly Rate!!!

 < new mail from Que (smcmb@que.publishing.com)

 
 

 

 

< new mail from feb (jeb!32@morenet.com)
 

3|if you have new mail, you'll see —--_ viewed mail from Michael_ mt@m-troller.com
a list of your new mail messages
whenyoulog in to the server.
You'll often see the nameof the

sender, the subject of the mes-
sage, and the date and time the
message wassent.

= viewed mail from Que !c3!@que.publishing.com 
 

 

 
- viewed mail from Talent Scout judyk@supersniper.com

-- new mail from Preston (pgralia@gralia.com)

4|Whenyou wantto read a mail
message, you tell your software
to downloadit to your own
computer. There, you read the
messageusing your mail reader,

and then you can fileit,
deleteit, or respondtoit.

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Here”

Dol |

have =__|
mail? © hs

E-mail software

enables you to do
things such as create
folders for storing mail,
search through your
messages, keep an
address book of

people to ;
whom you
send mail,
create group
mailing lists,
create and addy,
a signaturefilet |
atid more.

 
6 Most e-mail software reads

HTML-based pages sent to you
so that you can receive, in your
mailbox, fully formatted Web —
pages. Whenyouclick the links .
in them, your browser launches
and visits the page to whichit
is linked. |

|] ADDRESS BOOK oo]
IMY << appTo your List | 

 

- - — |x :
i 7 ae: +) cai

Noel Voskuil ZS ersan
Preston Gralla

foPeet toms
Michael Trofler

Ajan Prezeskien

StephenColficisan

  Laureen Niehoff 
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> > johnp@aoll .com>—

  

  
jqpublic@usa.gov

asmith@jupiter.com
eoge

Mal | 4 ng L fredg@tozikal.net
WwW @aol

Mailing lists are a way for groupsof
people to have public discussions via
e-mail. After you join a mailing list, every

message youwrite to the list can be Biread by everyone on thelist. To join a mailing list, you must subscribeto it. You
subscribe by sending an e-mail message to the

Join request from: mailing list administrator and asking to join the
gabegralla@zdnet.com list. To cancel a subscription to the list, you send a

cancellation request to the list administrator.

4 Whenthe computer on which the data-
_— base resides receives a message to be

seni to the mailinglist, it automatically
mails the message to every addressin the
mailing list database. Some mailing lists
are very active, and people on them can
get dozens of messagesevery day. Be-
causeofthat, it’s a good idea to check
your mail frequently and clean out your
mailbox. Otherwise, you can bog down
your mail server, which can makeit diffi-
cult for you to read your mail’because
you'll have so muchofit.

 
 

 
 

 
  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

E} The mailinglist itself is a database _
of the e-mail addresses of people
who have subscribed to it. When

you ask to subscribe, you are
added to the database.

You a ow

partofthe a, johnjames@neti.com
"$0 ANT)

mail st * Send billybob@sun.com
Message

— gabegralia@zdnet.com
‘ <4 Fi. : 4

Ready for jqpublic@usa.gov
soccer

season?
asmith @jupiter.com

dg@tozikal.net

‘Message

 

 
 

 
 

Send

Message

Send

Message
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How E-mail Is

Sent Between

Networks

When you send an e-mail message,it is first broken up by the Internet's
TCP protocol into IP packets. Those packets are then sentto an internal
router that examines the address. (An internal router is inside your net-
work, rather than out on the Internet.) Based on the address, the internal
router decides whether the mail is sent to someone on the same network

or to someone autside the network. If the mail goes to someone on the
same network, the mail is delivered to them.

Firewall

Bi If the mail is addressed to someoneoutside the network, it might have
to pass througha firewall—a computerthat shields the network from

[8 Once

the broader Internet so intruders can’t break into the network. The *ei
firewall keeps track of messages and data going into and out of the yey beeen mele t
network, to and from the Internet. It can also prevent certain pack- erat Efe ISISCNG
ets from getting through it.

to an Internet

router, The router

4 examines the

> address, determines
N where the message7 should be sent, and then

sends the message on
its way.

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
  
 
 
 

Firewall

Ey A gatewayat the receiving net-
workgets the e-mail message.
This gateway uses TCPto recon-

struct the IP packetsinto a full
message. The gateway then

, translates the message into
a 0re the protoeal the target

. network uses and sends
it on its way. The mes-
sage also might be
required to pass
through a firewall
on the receiving
network.

 the e-mail addres:

= and sends the message
AS o a specific mailbee
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How White Page Directories
(LDAP) Work

Millions of people have e-mail addresses on the Internet, but finding an e-mail address has always beendiffi-
cult if you know only a person’s name. The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) makescreating
white page-style directories easier, so you now can look up people’s addressesif you know only their names.
An LDAPdirectory is a database that follows LDAPrules and protocols for organizing its information. It is
located on an Internet server. A companyor business maintains the server and is responsible for keeping the
information on it up-to-date by adding new names, deleting old names, and updating existing names.

 
Like much other Internet technology, LDAP
works on a client/server model. The client

runs on a local computer. Manytypesof
clients are available for many types of
computers. To find someone’s e-mail
address, you run the client on your com-
puter and type in the nameof the person
whose e-mail address you wantto find.

 
Add Nameto Address Book

E} Depending on the
software you’re

sing, you can now
 
  

 
   an e-ma

person.
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EI Before sending the requestitself, the client
sends an LDAP command,called the

BindRequest, to the server. Basically, this is a
commandtelling the server the client wants

to make a request. Michael Troller 
 
 

BINDREQUEST SS] Noe! Voskuil 
Alan Scott4|The server answers with a commandcalled

the RindResponse,telling the client it can ga
ahead and makea request.

~~~ Bill Jones

FIND “GRALLA” |- f—|_ Mary Peterson

5 The client then sendsthe request to Crash Corrigan
the server, sending a person’s name
and asking for his e-mail address.

kA Theclient receives the
results and displays
them on the local

computer.

 

mt@ m-troller.com

noelv @ pacbell.net

a_scott@ lantern.com

boj@ pol.net

mpters @ rocketmail.com

crash_98 @ excitemail.com

HERE ARE THE RESULTS

6 The LDAPdirectory
performsa search
and finds the e-mail
address or addresses

in its database.It
sends the results to
the client.
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How Encryption Can Keep
E-mail Private

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Encryption can be usedto hide e-mail
messages so snoopersand hackers can’t
read them asthey are sent across the
Internet. Many typesof encryption exist,
but in the most commonone,keysare
used. Everyonegets a public and private
key. The public key is available for any-
oneto use to encrypt mail; the private
key is used only bytherecipient to
decryptit. This illustration shows how to
encrypt e-mail with the popular encryp-
tion program Pretty Good Privacy (PGP).
To start using PGP, someoneuses her
normal e-mail! program to composea
piece of mail. After she composes the
mail, she decides whether she wants to
encrypt the message.  

aWhen someonedecidesto
encryptapieceofe-mail,

shehastative copy of the

person's public

janepbevsnaretenscoseacasitovotsTaneLetsatbsorahcchaUFEAATT SepoCERIO COUEBOjetpMVEUTDRE1TuktaeaPALLCEbe
Pocoarasbtovceganyertatens/ReheceMbtatiotRaiesseivE

Ragcxcetive hanae

[s7Ga2matesseueRE79x0VO4F aX
[stntorexsisyurvorssosmantogteaeemetienssye/otsuesnoretee
4ARMORACTHESFCEGRLATEY£tPFTHAERVE,
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'T said Yl he sending you into. abou the pesaneeman== Fen labo Sue eNVERT CADcompetition to know, User ame:

Gg The private key decrypts the peseennerad
message, and the person can
read it and useit like any other
piece of e-mail.  

   

 
 

 

“aWe Ae
a2oye3WICWANS
infiait doc
pe

G The person receives the e-mail as he does any normalpiece of e-mail.
However, the e-mail is encrypted, and so can’t yet be read. So, the person
useshis private key to decrypt the message. Before the message can be
decrypted, a passwordforthe private key typically must be typedin.
However, some e-mail programs and encryption software can be set so

$ that the messageis decrypted automatically, as soonasit’s received.
f Te0BUOo UE

) auo(#U,Foard
OF%L!(SOWOEBSESONS7-oYE

4|The encrypted e-mail is sent
in the same waythat any
normal e-mail is. The differ-
ence is that the e-mailis

encrypted so that anyone
whoreadsthe mail asit
makesits way across the
Internet won't be able to
understand it—he'llsee only
randomcharacters. 
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OWN©of the most contentiousissues to surface on the Internet in the last few years has to do with what
Internetusers call spam. Spam is unsolicited junk e-mail that commercial companies send out, asking you

to buy their goods andservices. At times it might contain inducements tovisit the seller’s site. The e-mail

usually contains a phone numberto call, an address to send moneyto, or a Websiteto visit to buy the goods
and services.

The term spam comes from a Monty Pythonskit in which every item on a menu contained Spam lun-

cheon meat. It was originally used to refer to unsolicited postings for commercial products or services on

Usenet, especially when they were cross-posted to several newsgroups.

Spam might seem like a minor annoyance,butthe truth is, it can cause major problems. Spam floods the

Internet with unwanted mail, which can lead to delayed or lost mail. It clogs the Internet pipeline, making

other information slower to send. It wastes time for those who haveto go through their e-mail boxesdelet-

ing unsolicited mail, especially when they pay for their e-mail service by the hour. Additionally, it’s fairly

common for spammersto hide their real e-mail addresses by forging other people’s names onto the From or

Sender header of an e-mail message. So, those people whose names were forged might be the target of angry

mail. This makesit difficult for Webmasters and mail administratorsto filter spam messages by From address

or domain name. Sometimes spammers even use other people’s servers to deliver their bulk e-mail; in

essence, forcing someoneelse to pay the costs of the spammer’s mail delivery.

In some ways, spam is not very different from traditional junk mail. Spammers buy or compile massive

lists of e-mail addresses, in the same way that junk mailers buy or compile U.S. Postal addresses. The

spammerthenusesspecial software to sendasolicitation to every person on the list—not uncommonly,

tens of thousandsof pieces of e-mail in a single spam mailing. To hide their true identities, spammers forge

names onto the headers of e-mail messages and even “relay” their spam to another mail server on the

Internet, so that finding out where the mail comesfrom is impossible. Often, a user will request to be taken

off the list by replying to e-mail addresses the spammers provide. However, this verifies the user’s address and

he will get even more spam.

A variety of ways have been devised to block spam, including having e-mailfilters on e-mail software

ignore any mail from known spammers. This doesn’t always work well, however, because spammers often

changeor forge their e-mail addresses. Thereare also calls for the courts or Congress to take action.

Congress has considered several laws, including one that would ban spam entirely, in the same way that junk

faxes were bannedseveral years ago. Until then, try doing an Internet search for Websites that will help you

download andinstall software to help filter your e-mail and stop spam.
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How E-mail Spam Is Blocked
Spam can be stopped in a numberof

Remove me. i ways. The first way, and the least useful
‘ one, is to write back to the spammerand

j ; ask to be taken off the spam list. Because
IF ; some spammersgo to great lengths to
yl hide their true e-mail addresses,this isn’t

j always possible. Often the e-mail
\ addresses theylist to remove your name

{ are dead addresses.
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B Some e-mail software allows you tofilter
out messagesfrom certain addresses;
when e-mail comes from that address,

your e-mail software won't allow it
through. This feature is referred to as a
spamfilter or spam blocker. Whenever
you receive spam, you can putthat
addressinto your spam filter and you'll
never get e-mail from that address again.
Spamfilters don’t always work, however,
because spammersoften changetheir
addressesand forge the From, Sender,
and Replyfields in an e-mail header.
Online services such as America Online

will let you block e-mail from any
address you specify—in essence,it’s a
spam filter for those who use America
Online. Additionally, some Internet ser-
vice providers (ISPs) will block spam.
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124.5.65.0 OK

135.225. 90.12 OK

325I2025.1SPAMEl ISPs and online service such as America Online can block
700.102.231.95 OK spammers from sending bulk mail to their subscribers. A

router examinesall incoming mail to the ISP or online service.
The router has been told that when e-mail comes from certain

addresses, to block mail from getting into the network. These
addressesare put in a routing table that can be changed when-
ever new spammersare found. ISPs havea variety of other
waysfor detecting spam aswell.

Routing Table

   
4 Because spammersoften change their addresses, using

routing tables doesn’t always work. Online services and
ISPs have goneto court to ban spammers from sending
e-mail to their customers. Although the law remains
murky, in a numberof instances, the courts have decided
in favor of online services and the ISPs and have banned

spammers from sending mail through them.

 
5 A numberof laws and schemes have been proposed to

regulate or outlaw spam.In one plan, every piece of spam
would have to contain a specific piece of information in
the message header, identifying it as unsolicited e-mail. In
this way, people could set their spam filters to block every
single piece of spam, filtering out that piece of informa-
tion. Some laws have been proposedthat would outlaw
spam entirely, in the same way that junk faxes were
banned. 

Gg Onewayto prevent being spammedis to be sure that your e-mail
addressisn’t added to spam lists. To do this, when posting to
Usenet newsgroups, edit your header sothat it doesn’t contain
your e-mail address. You should also notify e-mail directories that
you'd like to be taken off their lists. In this way, your e-mail address
won't be harvested by robots, and you should get less spam.  
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USENi i, the world’s biggest electronic discussion forum, provides a way for messages to be sent among
computers across the entire Internet. People from all over the world participate in discussions on thousands

 
 

of topics in specific areas of interest called newsgroups.

Hundredsof different major hierarchies of newsgroups exist, such as recreation (identified by theletters

“rec”) and computers (identified by the letters “comp”). Within these major hierarchies are subcategories

(such as rec.arts) and further subcategories (such as rec.arts.books). Individual newsgroups can cover any-

thing from movies to parenting, ecology, sports teams,clip art, and news about Usenetitself. Notall

Internet sites carry all newsgroups. An administrator at each site decides which newsgroupsto carry.

To participate in newsgroups, you need special software to read and respond to them. Readersare avail-

able for PC, Macintosh, and Unix computers. Ouline services such as CompuServe and America Online

have their own proprietary software that lets you participate in newsgroups.

A good newsgroupreaderlets you view the ongoing discussions as threads. Threads are ongoing conversa-

tions grouped by topic. So, for example, the rec.arts.books newsgroup might have manydifferent threads

going on at one time, each discussing a different book.

Many newsgroups havea list of Frequently Asked Questions, or FAQs (pronounced “facks”), associated

with them. These FAQs answer common questions about the newsgroup.It’s a good idea to read the FAQ

before submitting questions to the newsgroup as a whole.

You participate in newsgroups by reading the messages and responding to them. There are moderated
and unmoderated newsgroups. In a moderated newsgroup, each message goes to a human moderator. The

moderator looks at the messages, ensuring they’re appropriate for the group.If they are appropriate, the mes-

sages are posted. All messages sent to an unmoderated newsgroup are automatically posted.

When messagesare posted, Usenetservers distribute them to other sites that carry the newsgroup.A site

usually carries only the most current messages; otherwise, they would soon run out ofstorage space. Some

sites archive, or store, old discussions.

A convenient way to check newsgroups is to subscribe to those that interest you. That way, whenever

you check the Usenet server, new messages in your subscribed newsgroup will be delivered to you. You can

also cancel your subscription to a newsgroup if you are no longerinterested in it. You can read newsgroups

without subscribing to them; in that case, you must manually ask to read specific newsgroups instead of hav-

ing it done automatically for you.

Binary files such as pictures and multimedia can be posted in newsgroups. These files must be specially

encoded for them to be posted. To view them, you must transfer them to your computer and then unencode

them with special software. A common encoding scheme used on newsgroupsis called wuencode. Most

Usenet software readers have unencodingbuilt in.
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E In a moderated newsgroup, a human moderator POST MESSAGE?
receives and readsall the messagesfor the newsgroup.
The moderator then decides which messages should he — YES NO
posted. The messages to be posted are put on a news-
group server. The other messagesare discarded.In
unmoderated newsgroups,all messagesare put directly
on the server. Newsgroupsandall their messagesare
stored on a Usenet server. They are organized by broad
categories and then broken downinto specific topics. 
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a Newsgroupreadersoftwarelets you read messages_
and respond to newsgroups. The software gives you
ways to manage your newsgroupsbyalso allowing
you to subscribe to newsgroups, which means new
messageswill automatically be delivered to you
whenyou check the server. You'll also be able to !
cancel your subscription,
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Pictures, multimedia files, and vhs?
even executable programs can :
be posted in newsgroups for %
other people to see and use.
However, becauseof the tech- a

nology used in newsgroups,
those files must be specially
encodedto be posted. To vie iy,play, or usethefiles, you em F ic -
must transfer them to your UUENCODE
own computerand then un
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ware. A common encoding
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work on PC, Macintosh, and

Unix computers. MIMEis
another encoding scheme. Usenet Server

with one another gothat all

messages posted on one
server are duplicated on the
other servers. Although there
are many Usenet servers, not
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ONE of the most immediate ways to communicate with others via the Internetis to participate in live
chat. Chat doesn’t refer to people actually talking to each other and hearing each other’s voices. Instead,it

meansthat you hold live keyboard “conversations” with other people on the Internet—thatis, you type

words on your computer and other people on the Internet can see those words on their computers immedi-

ately, and vice versa. You can hold chats with many people simultaneously all over the world.

A numberof ways are available to chat on the Internet, but one of the most popular onesis called

Internet relay chat (IRC). Every day, thousandsof peopleall over the world hold conversations on many top-

ics via IRC. Each topic is called a channel. When you join a channel, you can see what other people on the

channeltype on their keyboards. In turn, everyone in the channel can see whatever you type on your key-
board. You can also lulu individual side conversations with someone. Channels live on various servers

around the world. Some servers have only a few channels, and others have many of them.

IRC hasfacilitated communications during natural disasters, wars, and othercrises. In 1993, for exam-

ple, during the attempted Communist coup in Russia when Russian legislators barricaded themselves inside

the Parliament building, an IRC “news channel” was set up for relaying real-time,first-person accounts of

the events takingplace.

IRC follows a client/server model, which meansthat both client and server software are required to use

it. Many IRC clients are available for many types of computers, so whether you have a PC, Macintosh,or

Unix workstation, you can use IRC.

Your IRC client communicates with an IRC server on the Internet. You log on to a server using the

client and select a channel on which you want to chat. When you type words on your keyboard, they are

sent to the server. Theserveris part of a global IRC server network. The server sends your message to other

servers, which, in turn, send your messages to people whoare part of your channel. They can then see and

respond to your message.

You can chat on the Internet in other ways, as well. Many Web sites, for example, use proprietary chat

software that doesn’t use the IRC protocol but enables you to chat when you’re on thesite.

Anothertype of chatis called instant messaging. In instant messaging, you communicate privately, one on

one, with another person. You can create speciallists so you’re informed when your “buddies” comeonline

ready to chat, and they’re informed when you comeonline.
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How IRC Works
Internet relay chat (IRC) is a way for peopleall By IRC runs on a client/server model; therefore,
aver the world to “chat” with one another by to use It, you need client software on your
using their keyboards. The typed words are computer. ManyIRCclients are available for
instantly relayed to computers all over the PCs, Macintoshes, Unix workstations, and
world, where recipients can read them. This otherkinds of computers.
process occursin real-time, so everyone sees
the words as people type them.

 
 

rd Whenyou wantto chat, you make a
connection to the Internet and then

start your client software. Next, you
must log on to an IRC server located
on the Internet. Many IRC servers are
located all over the world. They are
connected together in a network so
that they can send messages to one
another. The servers are connected in

a spanning-tree fashion, in which
each serveris connected to several|

others, but ail the servers are not

directly connected to one another.
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Gg After you've joined a channel,

you can seethe conversations
that are taking place. To join
the conversation, type your
messageat your keyboard.

ee

G Your message
is sent from
the client

software

on your ° RO erve
PC to the

IRC server ay
to which

you're
connected.

Hi! , N
How are you? /

 

 

 

4 Whenyou connectto a server, you choose a specific channel
to join and choose a usernameto identify yourself when you
chat. Many channels are available that cover various topics.
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8|Each server sends your
messageto theclient

c. software of the people

tS connected to the chan-
Hi nel at each server.

People can read and
respond to your mes-
sage at their computers.

EA The messageis then sent
from your serverto other
servers where people on
your channelare logged
on. The messagegets
sent from serverto server.

Under the spanning-tree
serverstructure, the mes-

sage always takes the shortest

i eh ere SRRRASee

route through the network to
reachits final destination.
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How Instant Messaging Works
The Internet version of America Online’s Instant Messenger (AIM), one
of the most popular instant messayiny systems, runs as a piece of j

client software nn your computer. To uso it, you must be connected to an =the Internet. When you run the software, it opens up a TCP connection : etsca pe
to an Instant Messengerlogin server. The software sends your screen
name and password over the connection to lng youinto the server. e AOL |

instant
AX Latah(tm

ScreenName~—_«si
‘Paswod [-

4 Whenyouestablish a connection with the AlM server, your client W Sovepanwod—F Auoiogn
software sendsa list of your buddies to the server. The server ae achecks to see whether anyof the buddies are online—andit Help Setup
continues to do that for as long as you run the software on Mansion: 158
your computer. If you changethelist of buddies during
your session, that information is sent to the server as
well so it can keep track of new buddies or ignore
buddies you've deleted from your list.

 
 

 

 

 

 

3 Instant message softwareincludes
buddylist capabilities. That means
you keep a list of people you want
send instant messagesto, and when
they comeonline, you are notified
so you can send instant messages
to and receive instant messages
from them. You create a buddylist
in your AIM software by adding

 
 

   

 
  

ie ae
» your buddies’ screen

a’ namestoit.x

a yo”0 t9
Era C Je act t) revereocd

I~ clas tantae
Oniine | Listsetup|

| [ElBuddies(0/1);
|g Famity (0/4)

El Co-Workers (0/0)

 
 5 Whenanyof your buddies runs

A\M and logsin, yourclient
softwareis told that he’s

online, and you get a notice
that he’s online. You can now

send messagesto and receive
instant messages from him.

 Eniadmalasiana
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bp The server checks the screen name and password.If they’re
correct, the login server instructs the Instant Messenger
software to close the connection to the login server and to
open up a new connection to a different AIM server—the
one that will handle your instant message session. This

connection usesa special Login Server
communications protocol
that allows for AIM

functionality.

 
 
 

 

 
 

Log In

 
Close Connection

to Message Serve

aedPla tenet
ij ie

to [BestBuddy 1

f F

| Sure,Mondaywould be best for me. Let's chat
jsometime next week to confirm it|

 G Whenyou sendan instant message,
your message goesto the AIM server.
The AIM server then routes the message
to the proper person. Similarly, when he
responds,his messagefirst goes to the
server and then to you. The Yahoo!
Pager software, in contrast, enables
people to chat directly with each other
without having to go througha server.
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 /-° Internet has pioneered many new ways to communicate, such as e-mail, live chat, and newsgroups.

But it can be used to enable some old-fashioned communicationsas well: You can make telephonecalls

using the Internet. When you do so, the sound of your voice and that of the person you’re talking to are

broken downinto packets. Those packets are delivered using the Internet’s TCP/IP protocol.

You can make telephonecalls over the Internet in two ways. In thefirst way, you use your computer and

special hardware and software to makecalls, so you communicate through your PC.In the second way,

often referred to as Internet telephony, or voice over IP, you make a phonecall as you normally do on your

telephone, except yourcall is routed over the Internet rather than through the normal phoneservice. This

usually cuts the cost of making long-distance phonecalls.

The revolutionary part of using the Internet to make phonecalls from your PC is the price: It’s free. You

pay only for your Internet connection,as if you were browsing the Web or sending e-mail. You don’t actually

haveto pay for the phonecall itself. In addition, you can makecalls anywhere in the world. However, you

will be able to make telephonecalls to and receive calls only from someone whohas an Internet address, so

you won’t be able to replace your telephone by using the Internet. A number of competing products enable

you to talk over the Internet, but as yet, they don’t communicate with one another. No standard way of

making Internet telephonecalls exists, so you can talk only to people who use the exact same software you

do for making and receiving phonecalls.

Many schemes and software packages enable you to make phonecalls from your PC over the Internet.

You don’t actually use your telephone with any of them. Instead, you speak into a microphoneattached to

your computer andlisten through speakers and a sound card.

Although each company’s software works somewhatdifferently, in general, they use similar ways of

enabling people to make phonecalls over the Internet. To make a phonecall, first you must know someone’s

IP address. (You can consult directories that function as telephone booksto get this information.) After you

find the person’s Internet address, you can connect to him by runningspecial software and then double-

clicking his name. (The person on the other end must be running the same software you are using.) A mes-

sage goes out to him overthe Internet to see whether he’s available to talk.

When you make phonecalls over the Internet using your normal phone, things work differently. You

makethe call as you would any other phonecall. After you make the call, however, your voiceis digitized

and converted into IP packets, and thenit’s delivered using the same TCP/IP technology the rest of the

Internet uses. On the other endofthe call, the digitized voice data is converted and can be listened to over

the phone.
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How PC PhoneCalls on

the Internet Work
Whenyou connect to the Internet and want to send or
receive telephonecalls with special phone software, you Big
connect to a special directory. The directory contains a

 
 

 

f grat
list of all the people who can connectto the Internet 29 Pye
using that particular phonesoftware. ! kag

Gralla,Gabe 127.42,3.27
ay :

4a;
A

wy

{2.99355

 
— ii|

b You can look up someone's namein the EJ Whenyoufind a a
directory. The directory matchesa per- someonein the directory you s

son’s name(such as GabeGralla) with wantto call, the directory looks up —
his Internet IP address (such as the IP address and then routes your .
192.168.1.1). It’s important that the direc- call directly to that computer. The
tory match a namewith an IP address phone “rings” at the person's com-
because someonepotentially can have a puter, and he picks up the receiver.
different IP address every time he logs The two of you can nowtalk, using
on to the Internet. The directory matches the sound cards and microphones
namesto the most current IP addresses. attached to your computers.
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Whenyoutalk into the microphone, software turns your voice into binary
data files that computers can read. It also compresses the voice data to make
it smaller and capable of being sent overthe Internet more quickly, Normally,
voice files are very large, and without compression, they would be too large
to quickly send over the Internet.

i The software also determines the
speedof the Internet connection.
If the connection is a high-speed

connection,it creates voicefiles of Hi Gabe, how have you been?high quality.If it’s a lower-speed a :
connection,It creates files of a

lesser sound quality because at
lowerspeedsit would take too

aAaslong to send voicefiles, even after
they had been compressed.

Gg The software breaks up thevoicefiles into a
series of packets to be sent over the Internet
using the Internet's TCP/IP protocol.

DSL/Cable

28.8Kbps Modem
 

@

Hi Gabe,Witsy
— * how have

bd The packets “ you been?
are sentto the receiver. -

On the receiving computer, :
software decompressesthe packets caren
so they can be played and heard.
Sometimes packets arrive out of order on the
receiving end, so someof them will be missing. When that
happens, the software, based on the received packets, is capable
of estimating what the soundsare in the missing packet that has
yet to be received. When the missing packet arrives, the software
knowsthatit has already re-created what that packet would have
sounded like. The software then discards the packet.
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IP Voice Gateway

Whenyou make a phonecall using IP telephony, you use a . - te
normal telephone, not a computer. DependingontheIP tele- =a
phony service you use, you might have to dial a special code
first, as a way of routing the call to an IP telephony service.

PUL rg
Internet

EI The first part of the call goes over the
normal Public Switched Telephone
Network (PSTN), as does any othercall;
at this point, it is no different in any way.

 
 

Hi Mia, how about lunch next Tuesday?

Public Switched Telephone Network
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gO The call travels on the PSTN the sameasany othertelephone
call. The person receiving the call picks up the phoneandtalks,
the sameas with any other telephone conversation. When the
receiving person speaks into the phone, the voice is sent back
through the PSTNto the IP voice gateway and acrossthe Internet
in the same waythatthe call wasinitially made.  
 

Hi Mia, how about lunch next Tuesday?

oe| et cyap ee
Public Switched Telephone Network

EH The voice packets are sent to the IP voice gateway nearestto the
phone call’s destination. The receiving IP voice gateway takes the
voice packets, uncompresses them, converts them backinto their
original form, and then sends them through the PSTN.

Bg The gateway breaks up the compressed,digitized
voice signal into IP packets. These packets are
sent out across the Internet the same as any other
IP packets, using the Internet’s TCP/IP protocol.

3 The call is sent to a special IP voice gateway.
This gateway—a server and server software—

hue might be located at the branchofthe tele-
phone companyor might instead be ina
different location. The gateway converts the
voice signal to digital data and compressesit.
It compressesit becausethe datafiles of an
uncompressedvoicecall could be too large to
deliver in a timely fashion acrossthe Internet.

 

IP Packets

sibieeailismanekaiia
IP Voice Gateway

 
 

  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 IP (Internet Protocol) Telephonyrefers to

telephonecalls that are made over normal
| telephonesbutare delivered,in part,
through the Internet Instead uf sulely
through a voice network, commonly called

the Public Switched Telephone Network, or
PSTN. Becausethe calls are routed through

the Internet, they can be delivered at Jess
cost than normal phonecails. But the voice

quality might not be as goodascalls deliv-
ered over the normal phone network.
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 |) many people use the word “Internet,” they are really talking about the World Wide
Web. The Web is the most interesting, most innovative, most visible, and fastest growing part
of the Internet. To a great degree, the explosive growth of the Web has been what has fueled
the enormous amountof interest in the Internet in the past several years. When people refer
to “surfing the Net,” they’re usually talking about using the World Wide Web.

This section of the book looks in great detail at how the World Wide Web works, from
such basic technologies as how Web pages work to more advanced features, such as image-
maps and the way the Web is becomingincreasingly integrated directly into your computer.
You'll learn what the Web comprises and how a Web browser works and thoroughly investi-
gate URLs (uniform resource locators), as well as many other aspects of the Web and Web
browsers.

Chapter 21, “How Web Pages Work,” examines the most basic part of the Web. It starts
by covering the general technology of the Web and describes how the Web works. Web pages
are, in essence, multimedia publications that can include music, audio, video, and animation,
as well as graphics and text. Web pages are connected via hypertext that enables you to jump
from any page to any otherpage, and to graphics, binary files, multimediafiles, and other
Internet resources. To jump from one page to another, or to another resource, you merely
click a hypertext link.

Thechapter details how all that works and looks at the client/server model of the Web.
It shows what happens behind the scenes when you type a URL into your browser—how that
information gets routed properly so you visit the Web site that interests you. The chapteralso
delves into how Web pages are organized on a site and how an entire Web site works as a unit
to deliver its information to you.

Chapter 22, “How Web Browsers Work,” examines browsers. Web browsers are pieces of
software that interpret the language of the Web, Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), and
then display those results on your computer. The chapter begins by delving into how browsers
do thatjob.

Browsers, however, now go far beyond merely allowing you to visit the Web. Both
Netscape Communicator and Internet Explorer have grown to becomefull-blown application
suites. Communicator, for example, includes the Navigator browser along with many other
programs for communicating with others on the Internet. It includes a news reader, an e-mail
package, conferencing and whiteboard software, and even a powerfulediting tool that enables
you to create and publish your own Webpages.

This chapter discusses one of the most common, and annoying, facts about the Web—the
sometimes incomprehensible error messages you receive when you can’t get to a Website or
Web page. You'll see what those messages mean and understand why you can’t visit a Web
page or site when you get one of them.

As mentionedearlier, HTMLis the language of the Web. Chapter 23, “How Markup
Languages Work,” explains how HTMLformsthe building blocks for creating Web pages.
The languageis an essential set of directions that tells your browser how to display and man-
age a Web document. The chapter showsin detail how all that works.
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Chapter 24, “How Hypertext Works,” looks at hyperlinks, which set the Web apart from
most other portions of the Internet. This chapter describes the various ways documents can
link to each other on the Web and explains concepts such as relative links and absolute links.

Chapter 25, “How URLs Work,” looks in great detail at URLs, the addresses you type into
your browserto visit a Website. You'll look at the underlying structure of a URL and gain a
better understanding of how a URLis put together and whatit can tell you aboutthesite
you're visiting. You'll also see precisely how URLshelp retrieve documents from the Web.

Chapter 26, “How Image Maps and Interactive Forms Work,” looks at two technologies
you use every day on the Web without realizing it: imagemaps andinteractive forms. Image
maps aren’t maps in a traditional sense. Instead, they’re graphics with URLs embeddedinside
them. When you click one part of the graphic, you’re sent to onesite, and when you click
another, you’re sentto a different site. An imagemap mightbe a picture of a house, for exam-
ple, and whenyouclick the living room, you’re sent to an entertainmentsite; when you click
a homeoffice, you’re sent to a businesssite.

Interactive forms are the forms youfill out on the Web for doing things suchas registering
at a site or sending information about yourself before you’re allowed to downloada particular
piece of software free of charge.

Chapter 27, “How Web Host Servers Work,” looks at Web server software. As mentioned
before, the Web works on a client/server model. Your Web browser (the client) contacts the
Web server. This chapter explains how Webserver software interacts with your browser to
deliver Web content to you.

Chapter 28, “How Web Sites Work with Databases,” looks at databases. Databasesare
used on the Web for many things. Web indexes andsearch sites such as Yahoo!are,in
essence, databases that interact with the Web.

Finally, Chapter 29, “How Internet-Based Software Works,” shows you how Web-based
software (called ASPs for Application Service Providers) works. This is one of the more
intriguing uses of the Internet because it enables you to run software not from your own com-
puter, but instead from a distant computer on the Internet. That way, you never need to
uperade—every time you connectto that software, you always get the newest version.
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THEWorld Wide Webis the fastest growing and,in many ways, the most exciting and intriguingpart of
the Internet. When people refer to “surfing the Net,” more often than not they’re talking about using the
World Wide Web.

Asits name implies, the World Wide Webis a globally connected network. The Web contains many

things, but what makes it so fascinating to so many are the Web “pages”that incorporate text, graphics,

sound, animation, and other multimedia elements. In essence, each page is an interactive multimedia

publication that can include videos and music as well as graphics and text.

Pages are connected to one anotherusing hypertext that allows you to move from any page to any other

page, and to graphics, binary files, multimedia files, as well as any Internet resource. To jump from one page
to another, you click a hypertext link—a link that connects Web pages and resources.

The Web operates on a client/server model. You run Webclient browser software, such as Netscape

Navigator or Microsoft’s Internet Explorer, on your computer. That client contacts a Web server and requests
information or resources. The Webserver locates and then sends the information to the Web browser,

whichdisplaysthe results.

Pages on the Webare built using a markup language called Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). The

language contains commandsthattell your browser howto display text, graphics, and multimediafiles. It

also contains commandsfor linking the page to other pages and to other Internet resources.

The term homepage often is used to refer to thefirst, or top, page in a collection of pages that make up a

Website. This is to distinguish it from the many pages collected togetheras a single “package” ofsorts that

often make up Websites. The homepageis similar to a magazine coverorthe front page of a newspaper.

Usually, it acts as an introduction to the site, explaining its purpose and describing the information found on

other pages throughoutthesite. In this way, the home pageoften acts as the table of contents for the rest of
thesite.

In general, Websites use three types of organizational structures to organize their pages. In a tree

structure, a pyramid or an outline format enablesusers to easily navigate through the site andfind the infor-

mation they want. In a linear structure, one page leads to the next, which then leads to the next, and so on,

ina sttaight line. Finally, in a random structure, pages are connected ta ane another seemingly at random.

Thelast illustration in this chaptersliuws how somconc might build her own pages using an HTMI.

editor. After you create your pages, you use FTP software to post them onto a small portion of a Webserver.

You can either rent the server space from a local Internet service provider (ISP) or set up your own Web

server. (Somesites also let you build Web pages by usingthe site’s built-in tools. In that case, you wouldn’t

build a page from scratch and sendit via FTP—instead, you’d build the page using online tools provided by
thesite.
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128 PART 4 USING THEWORLD WIDE WEB _

How the World Wide Web Works

The World Wide Webis the fastest growing and most innovative part of the Internet. When you browsethe
Web, you view multimedia pages composed oftext, grapliics, sound, and vidéo. The Web uses hypertext links
that allow you to jump from one place to another on the Web. The languagethat enables you to use hypertext
links and to view Webpagesis called Hypertext Markup Language, more commonly known as HTML.
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 in a Web browser, you type the URLfor a lacation
you wantto visit or click a link that sends you to
the desired location. The namesfor Web locations

are uniform resourcelocators (URLs). Your Web

browser sends the URL request using Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP), which defines the way
the Web browser and Web server communicate
with each other.

142

The Web works ona

client/server modelin which
client software—knownas a

Web browser—runsonalocal

computer. The server software
runs on a Webhost. To use the

Web,youfirst make an Internet
connection and then launch

your Web browser.

When theserverfinds the

requested home page, docu-
ment, or object, it sends that
home page, document,or
object back to the Web browser
client. The information is then

displayed on the computer
screen in the Web browser.

Whenthe pageis sent from the
sérver, the HTTP connectionis
closed and can be reopened.
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http: //www.zdnet.com/downloads

easSD
Li URLs contain several parts. The

first part—the http: //—details
which Internet protocol to use. The
second part—the part that usually has
a www in it—sometimesindicates which

type of Internet resource is being contacted.
The third part—such as zdnet.com—can vary in
length and identifies the Web serverto be con-
tacted. The final part identifies a specific directory
nn the server.and a home page, document,or
other internet object.

g The request is sent to the Internet. internet routers
examine the request to determine to which server
to send the request. The information just to the
right of the http: // in the URLtells the Internet on
which Webserver the requested information can be
found. Routers send the requestto that Web server.

 
 

http: //www.zdne on nloads

Gg The Webserverreceives the request
using the HTJP protocol. The request
tells the server which specific docu- wi
mentis being requested and where
that documentis focated.
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How Web PagesAre
Organized on a WebSite

The homepageis the first or top page of any Website. A site can be just one BL Underlined or high-
page or can comprise dozens or even hundredsof pages. In the latter case, the lighted hyperlink
homepageacts as a table of contents to organize the site and help users find text is often embed-
information available on thesite. ded in the home
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5|Documents within a site can be linked to any other document
in the site—and even to documents on other sites. Most Web

sites, however, are designed in a pyramid or an outline struc-
ture that gives users a visual model to understand howinfor-
mation is arranged and indicates how to find and navigate
through the site’s documents.

Linear

i

Tree

jh

jee 1 ota il —“— # a
Pirie ey oe ere * | —_o “a

Random
A
onaD
FI

G Websites typically are organized in
oneof three ways.Thefirst is an
outline or a tree structure, which

arrangesinformation hierarchically,
moving from genera! information to
more specific data,

CA The second organizational method
is linear, in which one pageleads to
the next, which leads to the next
one, and so on.
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How WebSites Are Constructed

First, the raw materials are collected for the Web page. Content can be any numberof things: family photos,
poems, personal opinions, text of any kind, and even sound clips and movies. Text can easily be compiled
with any word processor, such as Microsoft Word.

‘a aoe
Text Graphics

Bb A page can come tolife with a few
well-chosen images. In designing
a family homepage, for example,
a scanned photo might work well
on the Webpage. Icons or colored
bullets spruce up a text list, and
navigational icons, such as arrows
or pointers, let a user move logi-
cally around the site. A whole
range of shareware imageeditors
is available on the Internet.

Sharewareis software you can
try out for free, and for which you
must pay only if you useit after a
certain length of time.

ex:os

Multimed

 
-—

ia HTML Page

BH Softwareis available that
facilitates the arrangement
of text, images, and other
media without requiring a
single line of HTML to be
typed; one such program is
Adobe’s PageMill. However,
if lhe pages need to be
tweaked, there is no substi-

tute for knowing a little
HTML. Before posting new
pages,they should bepre-

Viewed from the hard disk

using a Web browser.If any
changesare necessary,it is
easier to make them at this

stage. It’s best to preview
the page with both Internet
Explorer and Netscape
Navigator because the same
page can look different in
each browser.

 
Text Editor Image Editor
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Gg An FTP programis used to log on to the ISP’s Web server; many
good onesare available as shareware on the Internet. The ISP
issues a username and password at sign-up time, which are used
to log on to the directory where the HTML page, graphics, and
other media will be placed. After the various elementsare putin
the correct folder, the “live” pages can be checked on the Web
using the URL provided bythe ISP.
  
 

5|The Web pagecan .. : el l
typically be posted
by meansofa dial-
up connection to
the Internet (via a

local ISP). Many
ISPs provide the
spacefor doing this
free of charge as
part of their
monthly fee. HTML Editor  

ISP

Bi you want to add other media to your pages, suchasdigitized sound, music,
or video, you need accessto thedigital files, or you can digitize them yourself
with additional computer hardware. When you are dealing with media with
large file sizes—such as a 4MB movie—it will take users a very long time to
download thefile. During editing, try to trim all the fat out of video and audio
clips. Also try to scale back the length and resolution of audio and video to
decreasefile size.

 
HTML Editor
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terenrees,

LJIMCEmuchof the Internet, the World Wide Web operates ona client/server model. You run a Web
client on your computer—called a Web browser—such as Netscape Communicator or Microsoft’s Internet
Explorer. That client contacts a Web server and requests information or resources. The Webserverlocates
and then sends the information to the Web browser, which displays the results.

When Web browsers contactservers, they’re asking to be sent pages built with Hypertext Markup
Language (HTML). Theyinterpret those pages and display them on your computer. They also can display
applications, programs, animations, and similar material created with programming languagessuch as Java
and ActiveX, and scripting languages such as JavaScript.

Sometimes, homepages containlinksto files the Web browser can’t play or display, such as sound or
animationfiles. In that case, you need a plug-in or a helper application. You configure your Web browser or
operating system to use the helper application or plug-in wheneverit encounters a sound or animationfile
the browser can’t run or play.

Over the years, Web browsers have becomeincreasingly sophisticated. Browsers have now become
full-blown software suites that can do everything from videoconferencingto letting you create and publish
HTMLpages. They have also begun to blur the line between your local computer and the Internet—in
essence, they can make your computer and the Internet function as a single computer system.

Toward this end of bringing the Internet more directly into computers, Microsoft has integrated Web
browsing and the Internetdirectly into the operating system. For example, with Internet Explorer 4.0 and
above, and with Windows 98 and above, the Windows desktop can be HTML-based. This means Weblinks
can be directly embedded into the desktop. So, for example, you can havelinks to your favorite Web pages
tight on the desktop. And even applications such as word processors now have Webcapabilities built into
them, such as being capable of browsing the Web or building home pages. Even moresignificantly, using
technology that Microsoft calls Active Desktop, Internet-based desktop components can live on the desktop.
These components can be things such asstock tickers, which deliver live Web contentdirectly to the desk-
top. You don’t need to go fire up your Web browserto get the information;it’s delivered straight to your
Windows desktop without your having to do anything.

Both Microsoft and Netscape have also built entire suites of software around their browsers. Netscape,
for example, calls its suite Netscape Communicator. Communicator includes modules for reading news-
groups; for reading, sending, and managing Internet mail; for audio conferencing; for collaborative work on
whiteboard applications in which people can view and mark up the same documents simultaneously; and
more. These enhancementswill help usher in an era of collaborative computing. Not only will the Internet
be used Lo transmit and reccive information, butit will also alter Une way we do husiness and help us com-
municate moreeffectively.

Whenbrowsing the Internet, one of the most frustrating experiences is the error messages browsers dis-
play when they’re having trouble contacting a Web site. Depending on which browser you use, and which
version of the browser you’re using, those messages mightdiffer. Version 5.0 and aboveof Internet Explorer,
for example, sometimes displays error messages in plain English. But most browser don’t. Thefinal spread in
this chapterlists the most common browser error messages—and what they mean.
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How a Web Browser

Works
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